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Kivonat
A Ph. D. értekezés a geometriai és kinematikai modellezés és lokális mozgástervezés feladataival a robotok két osztályában foglalkozik: a kinematikailag redundáns robotoknál és a mobilis platformból és
rászerelt karból álló mobilis robotoknál, melyet a jelenlegi szakirodalom mobilis manipulátor névvel
illet. A disszertáció új eredményei egy megadott kı́sérleti mobilis manipulátor köré csoportosulnak,
amely egy unicycle tı́pusú kerekes platformból és egy rajta elhelyezett 8 szabadsági fokú robotkarból
áll. A disszertációban bemutatott kutatómunka elsősorban a kı́sérleti robot alacsonyszintű mozgási
képességeinek megvalósı́tására irányult, mely lehetővé teszi a robot végpontjának kı́vánt pozı́cióba állı́tását (két pont közötti, point-to-point mozgás), valamint megadott végpontbeli lineáris- és szögsebesség
megvalósı́tását mind a kar kizárólagos használata, mind a kar és a platform együttes, koordinált mozgása
esetén. Bár az eredményeket igazoló szimulációk és gyakorlati kı́sérletek egy megadott roboton történtek,
az eljárások a megfelelő robotosztályok egészére alkalmazhatók.
Először egy adott, 8 szabadsági fokú manipulátor kinematikai modelljét vizsgáljuk meg, különös
tekintettel a manipulálhatóságra és a szinguláris konfigurációkra. Bemutatunk egy kétlépéses módszert,
amely a manipulátor pozicionáló és orientáló részre történő dekompozı́cióját kihasználva szisztematikusan keresi meg a 8 szabadsági fokú kar szinguláris konfiguráció-sokaságait.
Ezután olyan redundancia-feloldó algoritmusokkal foglalkozunk, melyek zárt képlettel oldják meg az
inverz kinematikai feladatot, különös tekintettel a gradiensvetı́tésre és a megoldástér teljes paraméterezésére (full space parameterization, FSP). Bebizonyı́tjuk, hogy az FSP használata mely kritikus konfigurációknál ütközik nehézségekbe, majd módszereket mutatunk be a hiányosságok áthidalására. Ezután
egy új módszert, a magtér általi paraméterezést (parameterization through null space, PNS) mutatunk
be, amely az FSP bemutatott hátrányait kiküszöböli, numerikusan robusztusabb és további bővı́téseket
is lehetővé tesz, ı́gy pl. a szingularitások helyi kezelését. Bebizonyı́tjuk továbbá, hogy a gradiensvetı́tés
az FSP és PNS optimalizálási algoritmusok speciális esetét valósı́tja meg. Végül egy új konfigurációirányı́tási algoritmust mutatunk be, amely az FSP/PNS módszereket használja a redundancia feloldására.
A unicycle tı́pusú mobilis platformot használó mobilis manipulátoroknak olyan kinematikai modelljét vezetjük le, amely nem követeli meg a nemholonóm korlátozások különálló figyelembevételét az
inverz kinematikai feladatok megoldásakor. A modell tulajdonságaiból levont következtetések alapján
javaslatot teszünk a mobilis manipulátor előnyös felépı́tésére is.
Végül a mobilis platform és a kar együttes, koordinált mozgásának feladatát vizsgáljuk meg, különös
tekintettel az előnyös kar-konfigurációkra és platform-orientációkra. A kar és platform koordinált mozgatására olyan új algoritmust adunk meg, amely figyelembe veszi a platform kartól eltérő irányı́tástechnikai tulajdonságait (mozgási hibák, kisebb irányı́tástechnikai sávszélesség), és bemutatjuk a PNS redundancia-feloldó eljárás módosı́tott változatát, amely alkalmazkodik a koordinációs algoritmus speciális
feltételeihez.
Az értekezés elméleti eredményeit szimulált mozgássorozatokkal és a valódi roboton, kiszolgáló
robotikai feladatokra végrehajtott kı́sérletekkel igazoljuk.
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Abstract
In this Ph. D. thesis, we investigate kinematic and differential kinematic modeling and local motion
planning of two robot classes: redundant robots—with special respect to redundant open-chain rigidlink manipulators—and mobile manipulators constructed from a wheeled mobile base and a manipulator
mounted thereon. The contributions presented in this thesis focus on one given mobile manipulator
comprised of a unicycle type mobile base and a redundant arm with 8 kinematic degrees of freedom
(DOF). The primary goal of the work was the realization of basic motion skills for this robot, with
respect to positioning (point-to-point task) or executing a prescribed end point velocity, either for the
arm alone or for the simultaneous coordinated movement of arm and mobile base. Although the results
were simulated and tested with a specific robot, they can be applied to the entire robot class concerned.
First, we examine the differential kinematic model of a specific manipulator, focusing on manipulability and singular configurations. We present a two-step systematic method for finding singularity
manifolds for the 8-DOF arm exploiting the decomposition of positioning and rotating parts of the manipulator.
Next, we investigate closed-form redundancy resolution methods for generic redundant robots on
the differential kinematic level, especially gradient projection and full space parameterization (FSP).
We prove that FSP encounters difficulties in some robot configurations and present remedies to most
shortcomings. Hereafter, we propose a new redundancy resolution method—parameterization through
null space (PNS)—which overcomes all mentioned problems of FSP, exhibits better numerical robustness
and allows further enhancement, such as singularity treatment. Also, we prove that gradient projection is
a special case of the optimization-based FSP and PNS. Finally, we propose a new configuartion control
algorithm for redundant robots relying on FSP/PNS.
Hereafter, we derive a differential kinematic model for a mobile manipulator with a unicycle type
mobile platform, not necessitating the separate application of nonholonomic velocity constraints while
solving the inverse differential kinematic problem. Also, we draw conclusions concerning construction
preferences for the mobile manipulator.
Finally, we investigate the coordinated motion of arm and mobile base, with respect to preferred arm
configuration and platform motion. We construct a new arm and base coordination (ABC) algorithm
which takes into account the different control behavior of the platform (motion errors, lower control
bandwidth compared to the arm), and present an altered layout of the PNS redundancy resolution algorithm adapted for the ABC scheme.
We demonstrate the theoretical contributions of this thesis in simulated motion sequences and test
runs carried out on the experimental mobile manipulator in service robotic applications.
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Introduction
Problem Statement
Recent trends in robotics show the increasing application of kinematically redundant robots (i. e. ones
whose kinematic degrees of freedom, DOF hereafter, transcend the workspace dimensionality), among
them those which are composed of several robots, such as micro- and macro-manipulators or mobile
robots consisting of a wheeled platform and an arm (referred to as mobile manipulators in recent literature).
In many cases, the application of kinematically redundant manipulators becomes necessary because
of a cluttered or heavily obstructed environment (such as working inside cavities) where the conventional
6 DOF of an industrial robot may not suffice for collision-free work. Kinematic redundancy may also
occur as a consequence if several components are integrated into one robot, as is the case with mobile
manipulators. Here, a “conventional” manipulator is attached to a mobile base, thus combining the
extended workspace of a mobile platform and the manipulation abilities of a robot arm. Regardless of
the kinematic redundancy being either a desirable property or rather a consequence of construction, the
motion planning and control of redundant robots brings about a new problem. For a non-redundant robot,
the desired workspace motion (in most cases the motion of the end point or tool center point, hereafter
TCP) determines an unambiguous behavior in the robot’s configuration space (e. g. joint movement) or
at most a finite number of solutions, while kinematic redundancy results in an infinite number of possible
solutions, i. e. a solution space. Since only one of these can be applied to the robot, it becomes necessary
to pick one of the possible solutions, in other words, an appropriate redundancy resolution method has
to be applied.
Although this necessity may need additional work, it is also a key to exploiting the advantages of
redundant robots over non-redundant ones, since the resolution method can pick a “most preferable” solution according to additional motion requirements, such as collision avoidance or a coordinated motion
of arm and mobile base for a mobile manipulator.
xiii
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The latter case, however, also addresses another group of problems: the motion planning and control
of “composite” robots whose subsystems differ substantially in certain properties. These can be, as is the
case with mobile manipulators, the nonholonomy of a subsystem, large control bandwidth differences
(mobile platforms have usually a much lower bandwidth than manipulators), time lag and uncertainty
in some signals (such as the self-localization of mobile platforms) and unpredictable or uncontrollable
motion errors (e. g. wheel slip). These properties may necessitate a separated treatment of the subsystems
comprising the robot, and the introduction of a motion coordination scheme to minimize motion error.

Scope and Goal of the Research Work
The research work presented in this PhD thesis is chiefly “application driven” (as opposed to “goal
driven” research), since most of the work had to solve motion planning problems for one given robot—a
mobile manipulator and its components. Within this framework, four groups of problems are addressed:
kinematic modeling of a specific 8-DOF manipulator, giving a closed-form parameterizable solution for the inverse kinematic positioning problem and joint space maps for singularities and
manipulability values;
enhancement of already existing redundancy resolution methods for the inverse differential kinematic problem, introduction of a new algorithm and a comparison of the methods with respect to
their abilities and symbolic relationship;
differential kinematic modeling of mobile manipulators with a unicycle-type mobile base and suggestions for construction preferences;
an algorithm for arm and base coordination, employing and adapting the newly introduced redundancy resolution method for the specific needs of arm and base coordination.
The experimental part of the research was strongly related to the MORPHA project of the German Federal Ministry of Education and Research and was realized on an experimental mobile manipulator at
Siemens Corporate Technology IC6 in Munich, Germany. The full control system consisting of a lower
servo level, an intermediate local planning level and a high level strategic planning was elaborated in a
longer teamwork. The work represented in this thesis had to realize the intermediate local planning functionalities. The application scenario and the properties of the hardware used, especially the relatively low
velocities, did not favor the use of a dynamic model, hence the restriction of this work to the kinematic
and differential kinematic modeling and planning levels.
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As for redundancy resolution, a wide range of approaches was covered by recent research of other
authors. A complete examination of even the most significant ones would have gone far beyond a reasonable volume for this Ph. D. thesis, and therefore, only one specific range was selected for the research
described in the following: the solution of the inverse differential kinematic problem with a closed formula, applying at most quadratic optimization criteria and linear equality type constraints.
The robot, as described later in detail, was designed for service robotic tasks in everyday human
environments where, as opposed to industrial application, cyclic movement is relatively rare. Another
important aspect of service robotics is the incomplete a-priori knowledge of the operating environment
where the robot must be capable of reactive behavior, implying unexpected changes in the motion command. These two circumstances favored the focus on local motion planning and keeping the robot at a
high instantaneous motion reserve. At this stage of the research, the issues of repeatability, global performance or global path planning—including even the robot’s mobile base—were left to be covered by
later investigations.

Methodology and Appliances of Research
The algorithms presented in this work were tested in simulation and with a physical system as well.
For the “off-line” part of the work, both C code and MATLAB were used, the latter also making use of
the Robotics Toolbox [22]. Because of the application-driven nature of the work, the entire modeling
of the mobile manipulator was, from the beginning on, implemented in C, along with the redundancy
resolution algorithms and their embedding environment. Therefore, especially in later phases of the
research, MATLAB and the Robotics Toolbox were only used for visualization of motion sequences or
specific robot postures, and some quick diagnostic utilities, such as determining the motion reserve or
the Jacobian matrix of the robot for a given configuration. The final simulation runs, using a kinematic
model of the robot, were all carried out in a C-coded environment, before being transferred to the actual
robot’s on-board hardware, while MATLAB was used for their visualization and off-line diagnostics
throughout the practical tests.
The algorithms were finally tested on a physical robot. The experimental mobile manipulator was
designed at Siemens Corporate Technology IC6 in Munich, Germany for experiments in service robotics,
as a part of the MORPHA project sponsored by the German Federal Ministry of Education and Research
[81]. Kinematically, the mobile manipulator consists of a unicycle-type mobile base (having two independently driven wheels with collinear axes and a passive castor wheel) and an 8-DOF manipulator in an
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Figure 1: The mobile manipulator used for the

Figure 2: Close-up of the gripper with cam-

tests, without tactile skin

era (a) and laser pointer (b) and a schematic
arrangement of the gripper sensors

RTR6 arrangement, equipped with a parallel-jaw gripper. The joints of the arm, the gripper, a movable
pan/tilt “head” for camera support and the two driven wheels are actuated by electronically commutated DC motors which can be controlled for torque, velocity or position by autonomous modules; the
necessary communication running through a CAN-bus.
The service robotic application, implying a partly unpredictable and constrained environment, necessitated a large number of external sensors. The parallel-jaw gripper is equipped with tactile arrays and
opto-mechanical force/torque sensors, and to facilitate vision-based manipulation, a laser and a camera
are also attached to the gripper module. Most segments of the manipulator (as well as the sides of the
mobile platform) are equipped with tactile skin panels, while one laser scanner is used for contact-free
exploration of the mobile platform’s environment and another laser scanner (along with a stereo camera)
is attached to a pan/tilt module atop the arm and serves as a sensory “head” for manipulation tasks.
The robot is equipped with two on-board industrial PC’s running Linux, interconnected with an
Ethernet segment. One PC is dedicated to vision, strategic level tasks and wireless communication with
a stationary computer while the other PC carries out the low level motion planning tasks, including
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the mobile platform’s own localization and motion planning system (SINAS [47, 30, 48]). Most of the
results presented in this thesis found an application on the latter PC, being a substantial part of modeling,
point-to-point motion and workspace motion functionalities.

Structure of the Thesis
The thesis is subdivided into two main parts dealing with redundant robots and mobile manipulators,
respectively. Each part is introduced by a literature review on most important publications of recent
years, specific to the robot class in question. Hereafter, two chapters follow, the first one dealing with
specific modeling problems and new results, the second one concerned with local motion planning of the
given robot class. This last chapter of each part is concluded by a section dedicated to simulation results
and pictures of test runs carried out on the aforementioned mobile manipulator.
At the end of the thesis, the new results are summarized in three thesis groups. Thesis group 1 covers
Chapter 1 (from Part I), Thesis group 2 summarizes Chapter 2 (also from Part I) and Thesis group 3 stands
for Chapters 3–4 (Part II).
The Appendix accompanying the work contains background information and research results which
were not deemed vital for the conclusions drawn and were therefore not included into the thesis itself.

Notations and Symbols

Abbreviations

ABC

arm and base coordination

DOF

degree(s) of freedom

FSP

full space parameterization

PNS

parameterization through null space

SVD

singular value decomposition

TCP

tool center point

R

revolute joint in manipulator construction

T

prismatic (translatory) joint

R

subsequent revolute joints

TR

“tower rotate” joint of the 8-DOF manipulator

TL

“tower lift” joint of the 8-DOF manipulator

SH

“shoulder” joint of the 8-DOF manipulator

UA

“upper arm” joint of the 8-DOF manipulator

EL

“elbow” joint of the 8-DOF manipulator

LA

“lower arm” joint of the 8-DOF manipulator

WT

“wrist tilt” joint of the 8-DOF manipulator

WP

“wrist pan” joint of the 8-DOF manipulator

LV

linear velocity of the mobile base in the mobile manipulator

AV

angular velocity of the mobile base in the mobile manipulator
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Symbols



real numbers



-dimensional Euclidean space



straight-lined segment between points  and 

 

length of segment 



absolute value of the scalar 

 

Euclidean norm of vector
right angle



triangle with vertices ,  and 



kinematic DOF of the robot



workspace dimensionality





generalized workspace posture (e. g. of the TCP)





generalized workspace posture as a function of time 

  
  






first derivative of  with respect to time 

  decomposed to linear velocity  and angular velocity 







   Jacobian matrix for the configuration



vector



homogeneous transformation between frames  and , to express

joint variable vector



expressed in coordinates of frame (i. e. coordinate system)

a position vector      
the rotating part (upper left    submatrix) of 






  

sine and cosine of , respectively
homogeneous transformation for the rotation around the
current coordinate system’s -axis



 







homogeneous transformation for the translation by  along the -axis
Jacobian matrix for the first joints, expressed in a frame marked with



linear and angular velocity contribution, resp., of joint variable 
column   of the Jacobian matrix



Jacobian matrix of an arm in a mobile manipulator

 , comprising
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extended  of a mobile manipulator, containing the contribution
of the mobile platform’s velocities



Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse of 



 identity matrix

  

matrices of the singular value decomposition    of a matrix 



singular value , i. e. element   in the diagonal matrix 









minimal and maximal singular values, respectively
manipulability ellipsoid (velocity ellipsoid, as opposed to force/torque ellipsoid)
scalar manipulability measure



solution space of a given underdetermined set of linear equations



null space



   projection matrix for the null space of a given 



null space base matrix with its orthonormal columns (

 



spanning the entire null space for an    Jacobian matrix 



 or 



criterion, objective function
weighting matrix and reference vector, resp., in a quadratic criterion for FSP or PNS

  


  



optimization constraint (number in a given set of constraints)
coefficient matrix for a set of linear equality constraints for FSP or PNS



 column vector with  for all elements



Lagrangian function



in FSP: a solution of a given set of lin. eqns. (number  in a set of linearly
independent solution vectors)
in FSP or PNS: weighting vector



in FSP or PNS: weighting vector for unconstrained solution
in FSP or PNS: weighting vector for correction term (for constraint enforcement)

 
 



posture coordinates of a mobile platform’s center point
offset of an arm base in a mobile manipulator, as expressed in the
reference frame of the mobile platform



control inputs for the posture kinematic model of a mobile platform



for a unicycle: linear velocity



for a unicycle: angular velocity

Part I

Redundant Manipulators

Previous Work
Modeling and Kinematic Properties
The kinematic modeling of open-chain rigid-link manipulators was earliest established and became fundamental knowledge in robotics. Therefore, introductory works (e. g. Lantos [45], Spong et al. [72] or
Canudas De Wit et al. [19]) are referred to for a detailed literature survey. In this overview, only two
particular topics will be dealt with in detail: mainpulability and singular configurations.
Manipulability.

This term was first proposed by Yoshikawa [89] to express the differential kinematic

motion reserve of a manipulator. Later, Yoshikawa extended the concept to a reserve of workspace forces
and torques as well [88], while other authors derived further scalar dexterity measures from the robot’s
Jacobian matrix [65, 42]. Recently, Wen et al. [80] gave a comprehensive review on manipulability,
including parallel and multifinger mechanisms as well. Defined either as a hyperellipsoid in workspace
or as a single scalar, on some occasion, the general form has proved insufficient to express the motion
reserve with respect to a specific task. Several authors propsed further refinement of the original measure.
Lee [49] introduced task-oriented manipulability as the geometrical closeness of a desired and an actual
differential kinematic motion reserve in the workspace. Moreover, Lee extended this concept for multiple
manipulators working in tight cooperation (similarly, Bicchi et al. [17] gave examples for multiple-limb
robots). Others, such as Dubey et al. [27] or Žlajpah [90] expressed the motion reserve with respect to a
specific direction in workspace.
Singularities.

The exhaustion of manipulability is associated with a rank loss in the Jacobian matrix—

this is referred to as a singular configuration, an occurrence which should be avoided during a workspace
velocity-controlled robot’s motion. Research work concerning singularities can be subdivided into three
major topics. The determination of singularity manifolds for a given manipulator (in an a priori manner)
relies largely on a symbolic differential kinematic description of the manipulator and usually defines the
singularity manifolds with a first order logical statement, to be later used for a more elaborate global
motion planning (or even manipulator design). Several methods have been proposed to decompose the
3
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construction of the appropriate logical statement, such as the arm and wrist (linear and angular velocity)
concept by Tourassis et al. [79] or a more general mid-frame decomposition by Doty [25], the latter also
considering inner singularities specific to redundant robots.
The remaining two topics, namely on-line singularity detection and singularity handling usually go
hand-in-hand, both applied as a symptomatic treatment e. g. when a given singularity cannot be avoided.
On-line singularity detection can be performed upon computing the robot’s current differential kinematic
model, by examining the manipulator’s Jacobian matrix. Is the proximity of a singular configuration
detected, a singularity handling method can be used which ensures acceptable joint space velocities at the
cost of locally deteriorating workspace motion. A numerical bypass at the cost of a less precise motion
is the damped least squares solution as shown by Canudas De Wit et al. [19] or Foret et al. [31]. Other
methods (as Nenchev et al. [54] or Lloyd et al. [52]) alter the time scales of one or more components
in the joint space; either to take a virtual bypass around the singularity (again, at the cost of imprecise
workspace motion), or to maintain acceptable joint velocities while locally slowing down the end point
motion to zero.

Handling of Kinematic Redundancy
Kinematic redundancy occurs in robots if the workspace has less dimensions than the robot’s kinematic
degrees of freedom (DOF). If an inverse problem has to be solved with the robot (i. e. an adequate joint
motion or placement has to be found for a prescribed end point behavior), a new difficulty arises: as
opposed to non-redundant mechanisms, an infinite number of eligible inverse solutions exists. Since
only one element of this solution set can be used for the robot in a given moment, it is necessary to
select a specific solution according to further considerations, i. e. a redundancy resolution method should
be applied. Kinematic redundancy can be represented in all three major modelling approaches (i. e.
kinematic, differential kinematic and dynamic description), and a number of methods exists already for
all model classes. Here, a short summary of methods is given for open-chain rigid-link manipulators, for
the local case and for global planning of longer motion sequences as well.
Local methods. Sezgin [69] introduced a pure “position algorithm” using the kinematic model. The
Lagrange-multiplier-based method performs an iterative optimization of a secondary criterion where
a constraint is assembled from the desired end point position and the robot’s kinematic equation. A
similar concept is pursued by the Open-Loop Manipulability approach (OLM) of Machado et al. [26]
where a maximal manipulability configuration is found for a prescribed end point placement. Dahm
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et al. [23] presented an inverse kinematic algorithm for a 7-DOF arm whose specific properties allowed
a decomposition approach and further grouping of joints. In the latter case, redundancy is not directly
resolved but transferred into a separate dimension which can be parameterized later by other means.
The differential kinematic model expresses the relation between the end point velocity (mostly both
linear and angular) and the joint velocity vector. It is thus straightforward that aside from various secondary criteria or requirements (e. g. collision avoidance), minimum-norm solutions (i. e. where a given
norm of the joint velocity vector is minimal) are also taken into consideration. The most common approach is the use of the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse of the robot’s Jacobian matrix [19] which minimizes the Euclidean norm of the joint velocity vector. Recently Gravagne et al. [33] found a closedformula solution for a minimal infinity-norm (“minimum effort”) solution as well. Should further requirements be fulfilled apart from minimizing the transients, one can take either one of two approaches.
First, further dimensions can be added to the workspace until no redundancy occurs (workspace augmentation), and additional motion requirements can be expressed in these new dimensions, as done by
Sciavicco et al. [67]. Second, one can resolve redundancy with the dimensions unchanged. The most
widespread approach of the latter group is gradient projection, as introduced by Liegeois [50] (application examples were shown e. g. by Sezgin et al. [69, 70] or Žlajpah et al. [91, 92]), where a “homogeneous term” (i. e. one that introduces no further end point motion) is added to a minimal Euclidean
norm “particular term” which ensures the required end point motion. The homogeneous term is obtained
by projecting a secondary motion requirement (mostly the gradient of an objective function—hence the
method’s name) into the null space of the robot’s Jacobian matrix. A different approach is taken by Pin
et al. [55, 32, 61] where a unique solution is found with the closed-formula optimization of a quadratic
criterion in the entire solution space, in the presence of optional linear equality type constraints.
The dynamic model is rarely included in redundancy resolution methods; at least for “local” ones
which compute a solution only for one given step in a possible motion sequence. As an example, forcecontrol methods of Žlajpah [93] should be mentioned. Also, Kwon et al. [44] introduced an iterative,
yet fast technique based on quadratic programming which decreases the original problem size through
quadratic inequality constraints.
As highlighted by Machado et al. [26], the local resolved motion methods have a tendency towards
chaotic or aperiodic behavior which leads to disadvantageous transients. Position algorithms, as the
aforementioned OLM, avoid this drawback. However, many iterative optimization techniques and apriori criteria are rather suited for pre-calculated tasks—real-time operation in a previously unknown or
changing environment may still prefer a resolved motion approach.
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Global methods.

The execution of longer motion sequences requires thorough planning, especially

for redundant manipulators. Considered meanwhile a classic, Latombe’s comprehensive work [46] on
motion planning in general includes local approaches (e. g. potential field method) and more elaborate algorithms with exact obstacle boundary representation, including graph-based search procedures.
Schlemmer et al. [66] employ redundancy resolution in a planning framework as well. Here, corner
points of an interpolated motion are determined by semi-infinite optimization using the dynamic model.
Another significant approach are the elastic band and related methods developed by Khatib et al. [41],
also applied for the Stanford assistant, a mobile manipulator with an omnidirectional mobile base. These
latter methods represent the robot’s motion sequence with a chain of particles which are positioned with
the help of virtual forces. Between adjacent particles, attractive forces are applied to tighten the band
(thus minimizing the transients) and external forces are used for other motion criteria, primarily obstacle
avoidance.
Recently, also soft computing techniques, as the self-organizing maps of Ritter et al. [63], and evolutionary or genetic algorithms, as shown by Chen et al. [20], Davidov [24] and Kubota et al. [43], have
found an application in motion planning. The vast majority of these approaches, especially evolutionary
techniques, are meant to cope with local extrema which pure gradient methods can often not handle. The
high computing costs of such algorithms excludes them from direct real-time application and therefore,
they are not taken into consideration in this thesis. However, future work could cover the preparation
of real-time methods aided by such techniques, e. g. in the form of determining advantageous parameter
sets for a given class of tasks with an evolutionary algorithm.

Chapter 1

Kinematic Modeling of
Redundant Manipulators
This chapter deals with the kinematics and differential kinematics of the 8-DOF manipulator used during
the research activities. Obtaining the kinematic and differential kinematic models of an open-chain rigidlink manipulator is considered basic knowledge and a detailed description of the corresponding methods
can be found in [72, 45, 19], or in the Appendices A and B.1, respectively. Therefore, only a short
description of the kinematic model is given (for parameters, see Appendix A in detail). Along with the
kinematic model, also specific properties of the manipulator are shown which will be of importance for
an inverse kinematic solution. The differential kinematic model gives an opportunity to examine the
arm’s manipulability and find singularity manifolds.

1.1 Kinematic Model of the 8-DOF Manipulator
The manipulator dealt with has 8 kinematic DOF in the RTR6 arrangement, as shown in Fig. 1.1 (and
in Appendix A in more detail). As it can be seen, the arrangement resembles a human arm, hence the
specific naming of the joints      . Aside from this, two properties of the arm setup are of importance
for further modeling:
i. Placing frame 0 (as shown in Figs. A.3–A.4) onto the (collinear) TL and TR axes grants two invariant workspace manifolds, as far as joint limits allow, namely a shift along the TL axis and
a rotation around the TR axis. This is of importance for the proof of certain manipulability reserves (Section 1.2) and for reducing dimensions e. g. when a mapping of the workspace is needed
(Section 2.1).
7
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ii. As it can be seen in Fig. A.3 and Tab. A.1, the manipulator has joint pairs where subsequent joint
axes are perpendicular to each other so that they can comprise a 2-DOF spherical joint, as proposed
by Dahm et al. [23] for such kinematic arrangements. This allows a simplified treatment of the
manipulator for a specific inverse kinematic solution method, as shown in Section 2.1.

Joint var.

Type










R
T
R
R
R
R
R
R

Name
TR;
TL;
SH;
UA;
EL;
LA;
WT;
WP;

Tower Rotate
Tower Lift
Shoulder
Upper Arm
Elbow
Lower Arm
Wrist Tilt
Wrist Pan

Figure 1.1: Joint names of the 8-DOF manipulator

1.2 Differential Kinematics of the 8-DOF Manipulator
Setting up a kinematic model for the 8-DOF manipulator—essentially determining a Jacobian matrix

 for a configuration , as described in Appendix B.1—is a routine task and bears no new scientific
value. Also, with respect to the well established terms manipulability ellipsoid and scalar manipulability
measure, the reader should be referred to Appendix B.1 and other related works [17, 25, 80, 49, 90, 88,
89]. Of much higher importance are, however, the configuration manifolds where the workspace velocity
reserve of the arm is exhausted in at least one direction, i. e. when a rank loss in  is encountered. These
singular configurations impose difficulties on resolved-motion algorithms and on the physical motion of
the robot as well. To keep track of these undesired configuration sets, a map can be set up, as shown in
this section.



To obtain a singularity map for a manipulator, one could take a symbolic form of  and determine
where

    . The result could then be mapped onto an expression of binary logic, from

which the singularity manifolds could be determined as sets of equalities. This approach, also allowing
automated symbolic processing, may be generally applicable to all rigid manipulators with revolute or
prismatic joints. Determining the singularity manifolds for a redundant manipulator may, however, prove
an increasingly demanding task. First, more such manifolds are expected due to the inner singularities
[25] specific to kinematically redundant mechanisms. These occur in workspace positions to which also
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non-singular arm configurations exist, imposing in essence a configuration-dependent inner boundary to
the robot’s workspace, as illustrated e. g. by a planar redundant arm folded up zigzag-wise like a folding
rule. Second, the large number of joints also raises the complexity of the problem. Therefore, several
authors break up the determination of singularities according to a decomposition scheme, either following a more traditional position/orientation concept (Tourassis et al. [79]) or using generalized midframe
Jacobian matrices (Doty [25]), relying in both cases on specific kinematic properties for the given arm.
The previously described 8-DOF arm offers an illustrative way of the position/orientation decomposition. Observing the arm’s kinematic properties, it can be seen that the axes of the last three joints
(LA, WT and WP) intersect in one point, denoted here as the wrist center. Therefore, the manipulator
can be decomposed in the classical manner [45] to a rotating part (the last three joints LA–WP) and a
positioning part (the remaining proximal joints TR–EL). According to this scheme, it can be generally
assumed that the manipulator is to guarantee the prescribed angular velocity of the end point with its last
three segments, while the rest of the robot is responsible for the correct linear velocity. A further consequence of this decomposition is that a full Cartesian motion command (both linear and angular velocity
prescribed at the end point) would imply a pure linear motion task three joints further “upward” at the
wrist center. This already hints at a possible principle of our singularity search: first, all cases should be
found where this remaining linear motion task cannot be carried out (since then, the last three joints, all
applied to ensure the prescribed angular velocity, cannot add further linear motion reserve); thereafter,
the case of a singular wrist (i. e. when the last three joints cannot perform the desired rotatory motion
alone) should be examined.

Figure 1.2: Important points and motion directions
To facilitate further visualization, let us denote some significant points and directions on the manipulator,
as shown in Fig. 1.2. Here, point  is the intersection of the robot’s TR and SH axes, point  is the
intersection of the axes SH and UA,  is the intersection of UA and EL (or EL and LA as well),  is the
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intersection of LA and WT (or WT and WP), and finally,  is the manipulator’s end point. Drawing a
cylindrical coordinate system around the TR or TL axis (these are, of course, collinear), one could mark
three directions of linear motion: an axial (parallel to the tower axis), a radial (passing perpendicularly
through the tower axis) and a tangential direction. Having set up these naming conventions, now the
aforementioned two cases of the singularity search are examined.

Wrist is Nonsingular
As mentioned before, in this case, one can regard a full motion command for  as a pure velocity
command for the wrist center, i. e.  . Is the motion reserve of  with respect to linear velocity exhausted,
a singular configuration occurs. Recalling the differential kinematic equation (B.2), this would mean that
the first five columns of the



Jacobian matrix  could not “serve” the first three components of  ,

i. e. the submatrix      is singular. In this case, the remaining three columns of  are not eligible
for help, regardless of the “wrist” being nonsingular or singular, since they are fully assigned to the
remaining three dimensions of Cartesian workspace (i. e. orientation or angular velocity).
To begin with the search for critical configurations, let us first look at the contribution of TR and TL.
It can be seen that (omitting joint limits) TR can always rotate and TL can always shift along the same
axis through  , constantly ensuring a tangential and an axial motion reserve (see Fig. 1.2), respectively.
Therefore, the only deficiency in motion reserve can occur in the radial direction. The invariance of
TR and TL would furthermore suggest that a motion deficiency can only be caused by SH, UA and EL,
leaving thus only three joints to be examined.
First, let us take SH into consideration. If only the shoulder joint were to move  , the wrist center
would move in a circle whose plane is perpendicular to . The radial motion reserve would be exhausted when either  ,  and  are in the same radial/axial plane or when  ,  and  are in the same
radial/tangential plane. It can be shown that also  has to be in the same plane, for which the following
two setups should be examined.
If  ,  and  are in the same radial/tangential plane, a radial motion can be still introduced by
“flattening” the  triangle as shown in Fig. 1.3 (note that the radial direction is given by  ), or,
as shown in Fig. 1.4, by applying the UA joint. Are  ,  and  in the same radial/axial plane, as in
Fig. 1.4, flattening the triangle would give an axial motion which is of little use; however, UA does still
introduce a radial reserve. This proves that  also has to be in the same plane as  ,  and  if a singular
configuration for the linear motion of  is sought. Therefore, only two eligible configuration pairs can
be selected for the shoulder joint:
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SH 
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Figure 1.3:  , ,  in a radial/tangential plane

Figure 1.4:  , ,  in a radial/axial plane

Figure 1.5: “Vertical” shoulder configurations: SH   and SH 

Shoulder is “vertical” — If SH





 , all four above mentioned points are in the radial/axial plane

(as in Fig. 1.5). Now, let us examine three different cases for UA:
If UA is in an “intermediate” configuration, two cases may occur:
– If EL



 , at least UA can introduce a radial reserve.

– If EL



 , at least EL gives radial reserve.

If UA 

 , EL can move  only within the radial/axial plane. Here, EL can contribute to radial

motion as long as EL 

 . Does the latter occur, no other joint can give further radial motion

reserve for  , this is therefore a singular configuration (Fig. 1.6).
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Is UA



 , EL can move  in the axial/tangential plane through  . The only case here

in which  is in the same plane as the other points, is EL



 (Fig. 1.7), when none of the

joints is able to move  radially, thus giving the second set of singular configurations.

Figure 1.6: Singular configuration

Figure 1.7: Singular configuration

SH   UA   , EL   

SH   UA   EL  



Shoulder is “horizontal” — If SH

 , all four above mentioned points are in the radial/tangential

plane. Again, three different cases have to be examined for UA:
If UA is in an “intermediate” configuration, two cases may occur, both similar to those with a
“vertical” shoulder alignment:
– If EL



 , at least UA can introduce a radial reserve.

– If EL



 , at least EL gives radial reserve.

Is UA



 , then only EL



 can keep  in the same radial/axial plane as all the

other points, as shown in Fig. 1.8. For any other setting of EL, UA could have added a radial
motion reserve; for EL



 , however, not even EL does; therefore, we have found another

set of singular configurations.
If UA 

 , all relevant points lie in the same radial/tangential plane where EL moves  in a

circle around  . It is easy to see that EL cannot add radial motion reserve if  ,  and  are on





the same line, which would mean a pair of configuration sets for each value of UA. This would
mean EL   

 


for UA   (as in Fig. 1.9) and EL  

 


for

UA    . This is thus the last group of singular configurations which are related to motion
reserve deficiency at the wrist center  .
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Figure 1.8: Singular configuration

Figure 1.9: Singular configuration SH  

SH   UA   EL  

UA   EL   



 

Summarizing these cases, four sets of configurations can be selected where singularity occurs due to the
exhaustion of radial motion reserve for  :
Name
L1
L2
L3
L4

TR

TL




SH

UA

EL

 


 







LA WT WP



 



 








¦





¦






Table 1.1: Singularity manifolds with the linear motion reserve of  exhausted
where empty cells denote that the given joint is irrelevant with respect to the singular configuration.
Therefore, L1–L4 should be thought of as manifolds in joint space.

Wrist is Singular
The last three joints of the robot (LA, WT and WP) form an “Euler wrist” which is responsible for setting
the orientation at the end point  . If WT is in an “intermediate” setting, the three axes do not lie in one
plane and therefore, they can realize any rotational velocity at  . The problem occurs if WT



 ,

since then, LA and WP have a common axis whereby one dimension of rotational reserve is lost in
the wrist. In the differential kinematic equation (B.2), this would mean that the submatrix

     is

singular. This alone, however, does not necessarily imply a singular configuration for the entire robot.
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Since our 8-DOF arm is kinematically redundant, we may find a column



in



 which makes

up a full-rank matrix together with

     while the remaining part of the robot can still complete

the linear motion task, i. e.     

       still has full rank. This replacement would suit any

revolute joint among TR, SH, UA, EL which has the following two properties:
the axis of the joint is not parallel to the plane of LA/WP and WT,
the additional motion of  resulting from the use of the joint concerned can be compensated by
the rest of the first five joints (including TL when needed).
If both statements hold for a given joint, it will be called a replacement joint. A candidate replacement
joint would be one for which the first statement holds while the second may or may not be true. Obviously, a singular wrist means singularity for the entire arm if no suitable replacement joint can be found.
In a formal expression, this would mean:
WT



   no repl. exists   has no radial reserve      

(1.1)

It must be noted that the exhaustion of the radial motion reserve at  is already covered by L1–L4;
therefore, new singularity manifolds will only be added if no replacement joint is found in a given case.
To set up a search strategy, let us first see when it is possible at all that no replacement joint can be found.
Now, let us examine the replacement possibilities by the number of replacement candidates.
Let us first assume that all four revolute joints are replacement candidates. Picking now one joint
for replacement, the compensation of  ’s motion will have to be accomplished by the remaining three
revolute joints plus TL. The worst case occurs if the selected replacement candidate adds a motion to 
that cannot be compensated by the rest. Is this the case, there are still three other revolute joints left as
candidates. If we then again pick one whose motion cannot be compensated, we have two revolute joints
plus TL which necessarily must solve the replacement problem, because the still eligible candidate joints
add the same reserve to the linear motion as TL. (The only joint that would not add further motion to
 at all would be UA for EL



 , which would rule UA out as a candidate anyway, due to the

coaxiality to LA/WP. TR is kept from such a situation because of arm length parameters, neither would
SH and EL show this property due to similar reasons.) Therefore, if all revolute joints are replacement
candidates, no singular configuration will occur—unless any of L1–L4 is encountered.
If one of the first four revolute joints is not a valid candidate, we can choose from three other candidates. First, let us assume that the non-candidate adds a (nonzero) motion reserve which cannot be
used for the compensation of the prospective replacement joints. In this case, two Cartesian dimensions
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of motion reserve remain for the rest. As for TL, the worst case would be that its motion contribution
would be that of the non-candidate joint. Then, picking one candidate for replacement would leave two
others for compensation. If the joint initially chosen cannot be compensated, the remaining two would
still give a valid solution, since then, they would have to share the same Cartesian degree of freedom.
Now, let us consider the case when the non-candidate joint would not add any motion reserve. In this
case, picking a candidate with no possibility of compensation would leave two other candidates and two
Cartesian dimensions of motion reserve to be provided at  . If, again, one candidate is picked whose
motion contribution cannot be compensated, only one revolute joint remains which then has to share the
same Cartesian dimension of resultant motion as TL. Again, we would have no possibility of a singular
configuration, save for the restricted motion reserve cases of L1–L4.
The case of two non-candidate joints is, however, different. The worst case would be that these noneligible joints could not be used for compensating motion either, so that we have two revolute joints plus
TL for the entire compensating task. If the two non-candidate joints added altogether one dimension of
motion reserve at  which cannot be used for compensation, we would have two candidates left which
would have to serve two Cartesian dimensions. If the contribution of TL is in the same direction as
that of the non-candidate joints, two joints would remain for the two Cartesian dimensions, making a
replacement impossible. Therefore, there must be at least two non-candidate joints among TR, SH,
UA, EL to cause a singular configuration other than L1–L4. Based on this conclusion, the following
search strategy can be formed:
1. Determine the configurations in which a given joint is not an eligible replacement candidate.
2. Form all cases in which two or more of the first four revolute joints cannot be used for replacement.
3. Examine all cases for suitable motion compensation and motion reserve at  and mark the singular
configurations found.
4. Rule out configurations or manifolds which are already covered by others (including L1–L4).
Let us thus begin with the conditions for non-candidate joints.

EL — The elbow joint is always perpendicular to LA/WP. Therefore, the only possibility of exclusion is
if EL is parallel to WT, which occurs at LA



 , as shown in Fig. 1.10.
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Figure 1.10: EL  WT

Figure 1.11: UA  LA/WP

UA is not a valid candidate if:
UA  LA/WP:
EL



 (see Fig. 1.11)

UA  WT:
EL 

 & LA 

 (see Fig. 1.13)

UA  the plane of LA/WP and WT:
LA 

 (see Fig. 1.12)

SH is not a valid candidate if:
SH  LA/WP:
UA 

 & EL 

 (see Fig. 1.16)

SH  WT:


a) UA



 & LA

b1) EL   & UA  LA 
b2) EL 

 & UA  LA 

 (see Fig. 1.15)
 (see Fig. 1.14)


SH  the plane of LA/WP and WT:
UA 

 & LA 

EL 

 & LA

 (see Fig. 1.18)



 (see Fig. 1.17)
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Figure 1.12: UA  pl. of LA/WP & WT

Figure 1.13: UA  WT

Figure 1.14: SH  WT

Figure 1.15: SH  WT

Figure 1.16: SH  LA/WP

Figure 1.17: SH  pl. of LA/WP & WT

Figure 1.18: SH  pl. of LA/WP & WT
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TR is not a valid candidate if:
TR  LA/WP:
a) SH





 & EL

 (see Fig. 1.20)

b1) UA   & SH  EL
b2) UA 



 & SH  EL

 (see Fig. 1.21)





TR  WT:
a) SH



 & LA 

 & EL 

 & LA 

b1) UA   & SH  EL 
b2) UA 

 (see Fig. 1.22)
 (see Fig. 1.23)

 & LA 

 & SH  EL 



TR  the plane of LA/WP and WT:
a) UA



 (see Fig. 1.24)

 & LA 

 (see Fig. 1.25)

b1) EL   & UA  LA 
b2) EL 
c) SH



 & UA  LA 



d) EL  

 & LA 

 & UA 



& LA  





 



 

SH
SH

UA

 SH




SH



SH

 (see Fig. 1.26)

  &
UA



UA  SH

UA

UA  SH UA EL 




 ;  

SH

EL



(see Fig. 1.27)

Since the definition of this latter configuration manifold is far more complex than any other previous
case, its derivation will now be outlined in a few steps. First, let us consider a frame O with its -axis
parallel to TR (and necessarily, also TL) and its -axis parallel to SH. Now, to all subsequent points ,
 and  , specific frames will be assigned where only the rotation is taken into account. Frame A will

be obtained from O with a 
C from B with 

 TR

 SH operation, frame B from A with 

 EL and C’ from C with 

 UA, frame

 LA. As Fig. 1.27 shows, the plane of LA/WP

and WT has to contain the axis of TR as well. Therefore,  ,  and  will have to be collinear in a “top
view” of the arm (Fig. 1.19). To allow an easy checking of this condition, let us turn TR so that both 
and  have the same  -coordinate in the frame O. Using simple trigonometry and keeping the relative





positions of  ,  and  in mind, one would obtain:
TR  

  


SH

(1.2)

It is known that the specific value of TR does not influence the motion reserve, so we can substitute this
value in for TR whenever needed. Now, if we were to check whether  also lies on the same line (i. e. it
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Figure 1.19: Scheme for the coplanarity of LA/WP, WT and TR
has the same  -coordinate in O as  and  ), we would only have to check the specific element  
of the rotation matrix

    TR  SH  UA  EL

(1.3)

which must be zero to guarantee the collinearity in the vertical projection (see the “top view” in Fig. 1.19):
TR

UA

EL

 TR SH UA

EL

 TR

SH

EL  

(1.4)

which, after substituting in for TR, can be transformed to
SH





SH

UA

 SH UA

from which we obtain the solution for EL as:



EL  



SH





SH

UA

 SH UA






EL

(1.5)

EL

 





(1.6)

This value of EL thus provides the desired position of C, which also means the correct alignment for
the LA/WP axes. Now, LA has to be turned so that the WT axis also lies in the same plane as TR and
LA/WP. For this, the rotation between  and  is examined:

 ¼    TR  SH  UA  EL  LA

(1.7)

from which, similarly to the previous case,  ¼  has to be checked:


TR

UA  TR SH

UA

LA  

TR

UA  TR SH UA EL  TR

SH

EL



LA



After substituting for TR, we obtain









SH



UA

SH



UA



UA

UA  SH

 SH UA EL 


SH

EL




from which the correct setting of LA is derived as
LA  










SH



UA

SH

UA  SH

 SH UA EL 

SH

LA

(1.8)

LA

 





EL

(1.9)
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Figure 1.20: TR  LA/WP

Figure 1.23: TR  WT

Figure 1.21: TR  LA/WP

Figure 1.24: TR  pl. of
LA/WP & WT

Figure 1.26: TR  pl. of LA/WP & WT

Figure 1.22: TR  WT

Figure 1.25: TR  pl. of
LA/WP & WT

Figure 1.27: TR  pl. of LA/WP & WT
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Knowing now the conditions for non-candidate joints, the list of critical cases should be assembled. Eliminating subsets, the following configuration manifolds can be formed from the aforementioned cases:
Name

SH

UA

A
B
C



0
F

LA


G
H
I





J
K

EL



L

 




0




SH  EL

¾

SH

¾

EL



0
M
N
O



Restriction

Compatibility

EL

B D E FH I J M O

UA

ACEFGIJLMNO

UA

BDFGIJKLMNO

SH

ACGHKNO

SH, EL

ABFHIJO

SH, UA

ABCEGIJNO

SH, UA

BCDFIKNO

SH, EL

ADEJ

TR, UA

ABCEFGJLMNO

TR

ABCEFHILMO



TR, UA

CDGLNO



TR, UA

BCIJKMO

TR, UA

ABCIJLO

TR, SH, UA

BCFGIKO

TR

A ...N





E

LA



 

D



EL

LA






 

UA  LA

¾

UA

¾

LA



UALA 



UA LA 





(1.6)

(1.9)

Table 1.2: Configuration manifolds with “non-candidate” joints
For all of these manifolds, the setting of TR, TL and WP is irrelevant and WT



. The “Restric-

tion” field contains the joints which cannot be replacement candidates for the given manifold while the
“Compatibility” entries contain those manifolds which can be combined with the current one. Underlined entries mean that the combination of the manifold concerned is only possible by narrowing it down
to a subset of specific values, e. g. taking UA   & LA   if UA  LA   is prescribed.
Now, the rest of the search can begin: we must select manifolds or their combinations from A. . . O
which keep two or more joints from being valid candidates for replacement (see Appendix B.2.1 for a
complete list), and examine them for singularities, e. g. with an iterative search technique.
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Having sorted out the combinations from A. . . O , we obtain again independent rules for singular configurations, similarly to L1–L4. This results in six new sets A1–A6 in joint space. Tab. 1.3 summarizes
all ten cases. At this point, a final note is due. Since singular configurations are defined through differential kinematics, no joint limits or self-collision have been treated so far. Even if common sense could
rule out configurations (as EL   or WT   , or the wrist’s collision with the tower in some of L1’s or
L4’s configurations), additional collision check should be performed during motion planning which is,
however, not the task of singularity surveillance. In the next chapter, several approaches will be proposed
for the use of the results in Tab. 1.3 for singularity avoidance in local motion planning.
Name
L1
L2
L3
L4
A1
A2
A3
A4

A5

A6

TR

TL




SH

UA

EL

 


 









 



WT



 



 
 



  




LA












¦
¦
























LA




LA



LA



LA



0


0













   
 SH







Table 1.3: Singular configuration manifolds
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Chapter 2

Motion Planning of
Redundant Manipulators
This chapter focuses on the solution of inverse problems on the kinematic and differential kinematic
levels. The primary goal of an inverse solution is to provide a configuration (or a set of joint velocities)
which realizes a desired position and orientation (or linear and angular velocity) of a selected point of
the robot, usually the tool center point (TCP). For redundant manipulators, the solution of the inverse
task also implies redundancy resolution—i. e. the selection of a most preferred solution of the infinite
possible ones—according to secondary motion requirements.
First, an inverse kinematic solution method is presented which generalizes the “spherical joint principle” of Dahm et al. [23] for the 8-DOF robot containing a prismatic joint, too. Furthermore, redundancy
resolution principles are proposed which are largely simplified by invariant subsets of the workspace.
The rest of the chapter deals with the solution on the differential kinematic level, using an optionally
constrained optimization for redundancy resolution in the presence of secondary motion preferences and
requirements. The methods presented are illustrated by both simulation results and practical application
examples.

2.1 Inverse Kinematic Solution Methods
Kinematically redundant manipulators can, in a general case, fulfill a given end point positioning task
(usually both position and orientation) with an infinite number of configurations, in other words, an
entire solution space exists, from which one element has to be selected for an inverse kinematic solution.
Thus, aside from a desired end point position and orientation, an inverse kinematic solution method of
23
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a redundant manipulator also requires an additional principle, i. e. secondary configuration preferences
or requirements, according to which a unique, most suitable solution can be chosen. A straightforward
way could be an iterative optimization where the desired end point position and orientation is substituted
into the robot’s forward kinematic equation (A.8) to provide a nonlinear equality type constraint, and
secondary configuration preferences are represented as an optimization criterion. An example of such
a setup was presented by Sezgin et al. [69, 70], using an iterative optimization based on the Lagrange
multiplier principle. While this method is generally applicable to all redundant manipulators, its high
computational requirements (especially its iterative nature) make it a somewhat cumbersome approach
in a real-time application environment. Some manipulators, such as the 8-DOF arm dealt with in this
work, offer faster and more simple algorithms for redundancy resolution on the kinematic level, due
to specific kinematic properties. For a similar 7-DOF arm, Dahm et al. [23] have developed a closedformula solution which transfers the kinematic redundancy into a separate DOF, to be parameterized
either by simple rules or by other means, not excluding such possibilities as additional optimization.

Figure 2.1: Substitution of two subsequent joints with a 2-DOF spherical joint
According to Dahm et al. [23], two subsequent revolute joints with perpendicular axes (and preferably
zero length offset between them) can be substituted with a 2-DOF spherical joint. This results in a
transformation equivalent to Fig. 2.1, essentially an “Euler wrist” without the last rotation, also referred
to as the azimuth-elevation representation. Observing the kinematics of the 8-DOF arm (see Fig. 2.2),
it can be seen that the joint pairs UA+EL (point  ) and FA+WT (point  ) can be directly mapped onto
spheric equivalents. A further spheric joint can be created from TR+SH (point  ) with a limited range
(as shown with the sweep area of point  in Fig. 2.7). Having once replaced the aforementioned joint
pairs with spherical joints, the robot can be represented by sticks of fixed lengths. If a correct inverse
kinematic solution is found for this skeleton (i. e. an adequate placement of the interconnected stick-like
segments), the corresponding joint values can be easily determined.
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Figure 2.2: Placement of a “spheric joint skeleton”

Figure 2.3: Scheme of significant points

Taking the value of the prismatic joint TL for a predefined parameter, one can recognize the equivalence
of the manipulator’s kinematics to a human arm where  can be considered the wrist,  the elbow and 
the shoulder (see also Fig. 2.3). If the position of  is regarded to be fixed (equivalent to the case when
the position and orientation of  are prescribed), the arm can, analogously to the human arm, assume
different elbow angles, i. e. the point  can be placed anywhere on a circle (Fig. 2.6) as far as the angle
limitations at  permit. Therefore, it is suggested that an angle along this redundancy circle be taken
for the second predefined parameter. Now, having presented the general framework of the method, it
will be described in detail. Let the specified position and orientation of the end point  be given by a






homogeneous transformation between arm base and end point:

  




































(2.1)

First, this position and orientation should be expressed in the “base frame” of the spherical notation, i. e.
the coordinate system attached to point  (see Fig. 2.4). Thus we obtain:

 






  


































 


(2.2)
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Figure 2.4: Significant frames of the arm
where  refers to the prismatic joint TL. From this, we derive the position of point  in the  -frame:







 





















 





 


(2.3)













Knowing the orientation from (2.2) and the position of  from (2.3), the position of  can be derived:



   















  





  

   

(2.4)

Thus we have determined the  segment which is in some sense the “main axis” of our further calculations. At this point, a simple self-collision check could be performed: if the points  and  are too
near to the axis of the manipulator’s “tower,” the configuration cannot be realized. The relation of  and
 to this safety radius in a collision-free configuration is shown in Fig. 2.5.

Next, we have to determine the center  and the radius  of the “redundancy circle” of the elbow
(i. e. the circle on which the elbow point  can lie for a given end point position and orientation, as
shown in Fig. 2.6). According to the geometric setup in Fig. 2.3, this consists of the following steps:
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Figure 2.5: Safety zone around the “tower” Figure 2.6: Parameterization of the “redundancy circle”



       

 

(2.5)

After this initial calculation, we should check how much the arm is stretched:
      

The arm is overstretched for !  (the desired position cannot be reached) and fully stretched for

(2.6)


(singular configuration at the workspace boundary if a possible contribution of TL is not considered).
Parameterization around a redundancy circle can be thus applied if the arm can reach the prescribed
point in the workspace with the virtual elbow bent ( " ). For this latter case, the calculations are
continued with determining the point  :
   

The radius  of the redundancy circle is:






 

     

(2.7)

(2.8)

Knowing   (the position of  ) and the radius , we could now determine the position of  as defined
by #. However, before we go on with the calculation, we must check whether this particular # leads to
a sensible configuration. The reason for this is the fact that we do not have a full spherical joint at the
shoulder point  , but rather a fictious equivalent whose angle range is limited as shown in Fig. 2.7. The
nearest possible value for # can thus be obtained as:
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Figure 2.7: Sweep surface of the virtual elbow point 

Figure 2.9:
Figure 2.8: Two possible solutions for #  

#  

Suggested arrangement of the

shoulder point , with respect to #

     #        
  

(2.9)

Knowing # , we can now calculate the poistion of  , expressed in the frame of  as  . Next, we could
determine , thus the joint angles of TR ( ) and SH ( ) can be now obtained. Taking the kinematic
setup (Fig. 2.2) into consideration, it is easy to see that we could choose between two “symmetric”
solutions, positioning the  triangle either to the left or the right of  , corresponding to a “lefthanded” and a “right-handed” layout of a human arm (Fig. 2.8). To decide which of the two is taken, one
may follow two strategies:
the solution nearest to a previous configuration can be selected, as it would be preferred during a
motion sequence;
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the solution selected could depend on #. To prevent cramped “zigzag” configurations, a “lefthanded” configuration should be taken for # !  and a “right-handed” one for # "  (see
Figs. 2.8 and 2.9).
As the next step, the frame attached to  is determined (see Fig. 2.4). The corresponding forward and
backward transformations are:

     


        

      


        
(2.10)

        

        

(2.11)

Now the point  is expressed in the  frame:


    

(2.12)

From this, the joint angles for UA ( ) and EL ( ) can be determined with a method similar to that in
Fig. 2.1. Also here, we may encounter somewhat of an ambiguity concerning the possible joint angles.
Similarly to the previous case, we have the following choice:
the solution nearest to a previous configuration can be selected,
the preferred solution could be the nearest to the midrange joint values.
Once UA ( ) and EL ( ) are obtained, the transformation for the  frame can be calculated:

        
  

     

           

(2.13)
(2.14)

Now, the point  should be expressed in the  frame:


     

(2.15)

from which LA ( ) and WT ( ) can be determined analogously to UA ( ) and EL ( ). Then, the
frame of  is determined by:

        

     

(2.16)

To obtain the last joint value WT ( ), we only have to rotate the  frame by  around  and compare
its orientation to the end point frame given by our initial  . Thus, the solution is complete.
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Now, a method is given which provides a unique configuration of the 8-DOF robot for a prescribed position and orientation of its end point. However, it is still necessary to specify the redundancy parameters
 and #. Since these should be chosen so that additional configuration properties (i. e. obstacle avoid-

ance or maximal manipulability) are considered, the choice of  and # plays a key role in the proper
application of the solution method. Three major approaches can be taken for obtaining an advantageous
parameter set:
a lookup table (with interpolation if necessary),
an (optionally simplified) approximating function and
an iterative optimization technique.
While in the latter case, a solution is sought “on the spot,” i. e. for a given position and orientation of
the TCP, the lookup table and approximating function approaches imply the a priori creation of a “map”
which (partially) involves the workspace dimensions and returns a suggested value for the redundancy
parameters. Understandably, the dimensionality of the map should be kept at a minimum, and to this
end, the workspace should be examined for invariant manifolds.
First, let us remember the contribution of the TR ( ) and TL ( ) joints, as described earlier (see also
Fig. 1.2). Here, a cylindric coordinate system could be set up with an axial direction (parallel to the TL
axis), a radial direction (perpendicular to the TL axis and passing through it) and a tangential direction.
It could be seen that—ignoring joint limits—the TL joint always added an axial motion reserve to both
 and  , and TR always introduced a tangential reserve to the same points. Now, examining the robot’s

kinematics again, it could be seen that these two joints not only provide a constant motion reserve but
also bring about invariance with respect to the position of either  or  . One invariance would be again
the shift along the TL axis, the other would be the rotation around the TR axis, corresponding to the
above mentioned cylindric coordinate system. Therefore, the 6-dimensional workspace for the position
and the orientation at  can be reduced to the following components:
1 coordinate for the (radial) distance from the TL axis (either



or

 ),

3 coordinates for the orientation (e. g. relative to the plane of the TL axis and  ),
while—in keeping with the translational invariance—the parameter  (i. e. the value of the TL joint)
should be represented as the difference




  

(2.17)





   

(2.18)

or as
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Note that using  “decouples” this height parameter from the orientation at  . Should the last three
joints of the arm be of lesser importance, a further simplification could reduce the relevant workspace to
the position of  , of which only the radial distance of  from the TL axis remains.
An example of the reduced workspace mapping is presented in Figs. B.2–B.7 in Appendix B.2.2.
Having produced a complete set of such maps, one could select one specific   # maximal manipulability couple for each figure (i. e. for each radial distance
from the discrete points of an





of  ), and either construct a lookup table

   # function or fit an approximation on them. However, the

manipulability maps in Figs. B.2–B.7 also allow further conclusions.
First, it is easy to see that the jagged gradient “terrain” with its numerous local extrema (see especially
Fig. B.4) may impose difficulties on purely gradient-based approaches. It may be therefore advantageous
to maintain a (possibly simplified) lookup table or a suitable equivalent to select a starting point for the
gradient search e. g. at the beginning of a motion sequence, while the starting point for the search in any
further motion step could be either the result found for the previous step (assuming that adjacent stages
of a motion series do not largely differ) or again a value taken from a lookup table.
Second, the maps can contribute to “rules of thumb” for positioning strategies. These can determine
preferred operation areas for the arm, e. g. when a longer motion sequence is comprised of largely precalculated “behavioral elements” (i. e. short pieces of motion in a limited operating area), as it is often
done in service robotic application [81].
Finally, it should be stressed that the maps shown here are only concerned with the linear velocity reserve of  . A manipulability map for the linear and angular motion reserve at  would bring
similar results, yet we should keep in mind that further low manipulability areas are to be expected
when WT   is approached (more exactly, when one of the manifolds A1–A6 of Tab. 1.3 is near).
These singularities make it necessary to include the orientation of the end effector into the manipulability map, giving altogether four dimensions for the reduced workspace. Since this implies a much
more demanding map construction (either in a lookup table form or as an approximating function), a
“mixed strategy” seems sensible: a low-dimension map (optionally derived from “slices” of a complete
map superimposed) delivers starting points for a gradient-based search, which is then executed for a specific prescribed position/orientation of the TCP. A gradient-based search is, however, associated with the
on-the-spot calculation of the scalar manipulability—a matrix operation with high computational costs.
Therefore, although both the a-priori maps and a properly designed gradient search method can avoid
major drawbacks of resolved-motion methods (see Machado [26] for details), the specific requirements
of a given motion task (i. e. real-time motion planning or a-priori path generation) determine the preferred parameterization approach for  (or  ) and #. Also, since the redundancy resolution method
presented here is by its nature a plain position algorithm, further surveillance is necessary if maximal
joint velocities and accelerations are a concern during a motion sequence.
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2.2 Motion Planning Using Differential Kinematics
As shown in B.2, the differential kinematics of a robot expresses the relation between the joint velocities
and the linear (and angular) velocity of the end point:

  

(2.19)

where  is the   generalized end point velocity vector,  is the   joint velocity vector and 
is the    Jacobian matrix, containing the adequate partial derivatives $ $ for the configuration

. Should one use a resolved motion method and rely on velocities, one could represent the prescribed
workspace motion sequence as a desired velocity function  , and seek a joint space motion  
which realizes the desired end point trajectory. This is referred to as the inverse differential kinematic
problem. Is a robot controlled by a digital device, a discrete-time approximation is used ( instead of

 etc.), as shown in Fig. 2.10 where a velocity-controlled robot is assumed.

Figure 2.10: Closed-loop discrete-time resolved motion control
Since here, time derivatives are approximated by differences and a local linearization of the robot’s
nonlinear kinematics is used, linearization errors are compensated through an error feedback. However,
this error is not taken into consideration in most of the (inverse differential kinematic) solution methods
themselves, and the actual differences  and  are treated as if they were  and  , respectively. This
approach will now be carried on through this work as well—the solution methods presented here will be
only concerned with producing an adequate  to realize a prescribed  .
For non-redundant robots, i. e. where   , only one solution exists:     . The redundant
case, however, means that  ! , and (2.19) becomes an underdetermined set of linear equations where
an   -dimensional solution space exists instead of a unique solution. Does this occur, a redundancy
resolution method is needed which selects one given  according to additional motion properties.
A minimal norm solution would be a straightforward choice for redundancy resolution. Most widespread is the use of the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse which uniformly minimizes the joint transients,
providing a solution  with a minimal Euclidean norm   (see [19, 45, 64] for a proof):

   

(2.20)

The Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse  can be obtained from  e. g. as the analytic solution of the optimization problem     with the constraint      (in case  is of maximal rank):
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(2.21)

Also, the singular value decomposition [62, 64] can be used. In this case, the matrix  can be decomposed to the product

  

(2.22)

where, similarly to (B.11), the orthonormal  is   ,  is    and the orthonormal  is   .
Inverting now only the non-zero diagonal elements  of  (let the result be denoted   ),  can be

obtained (also for rank-deficient  ) as



   

(2.23)

The solution (2.20) locally minimizes the Euclidean norm of the joint velocity vector (i. e.  ), which
is closely related to the kinetic energy of the moving robot if all links behave uniformly with respect
to inertia. Would a dynamic model allow more knowledge of the robot’s inertia parameters, a weighted
form, the so-called dynamically consistent pseudo-inverse (see Žlajpah [91]) could be used. Recently,
further methods have been proposed which minimize another norm of  , such as a minimal infinity-norm
(minimum effort) solution, for which Gravagne et al. [33] gave a closed formula. However, such methods
may not always suffice, since they do not include further motion properties, such as collision avoidance
which would be vital in cluttered environments. This section will thus focus on approaches which can
also deal with secondary motion criteria or motion constraints.

2.2.1 Workspace Augmentation
A possible way of introducing additional motion requirements was proposed by Sciavicco et al. [67] in
the workspace augmentation approach. Here, the -dimensional workspace of the robot is augmented by
at most    additional dimensions, derived from the joint variables  through an appropriate linear
combination. Though originally used for a kind of point-to-point control where the robot is only moved
by the positioning error, the workspace augmentation principle itself can be extended to the framework
of inverse differential kinematic solutions for a prescribed end point motion.
Let us recall the differential kinematic equation (2.19) again. For an -DOF robot with an dimensional workspace,  linear equations would contain  unknowns, where the redundant case,
 " , would bring a solution space of    dimensions. Augmenting the workspace with further

dimensions (as a linear combination of configuration space components) would utilize this dimensional
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reserve, essentially by setting up further equations for the same  unknowns. Defining








 




  
   
 


   

new workspace dimensions, equation (2.19) would become

 


 

..
.

 






..
.

(2.24)




where each  ,      , is a   line vector, acting as a new row of the Jacobian matrix . Would
now one solve (2.24) with a prescribed  and any possible solution method, all the equations    
would hold as well. Therefore, since it is guaranteed that the augmented workspace dimensions act
exactly as prescribed, this kind of additional motion requirement should be thought of as a constraint.

2.2.2 Gradient Projection
Another redundancy resolution principle for the differential kinematic level was introduced by Liegeois
[50], which became widely known as the gradient projection method (for further application examples,
see [69, 70, 91, 34]). In this approach, the joint velocity vector  is obtained as the sum of a particular part

  (the of the lower index refers to “particular” and has nothing to do with the additional workspace
dimensions in (2.24)) and a homogeneous part  :

           #

(2.25)

where the minimal-norm particular part   is calculated using  (as in (2.20)). The homogeneous part

  is obtained by projecting an   vector , i. e. a joint velocity preference into the null space of 
with an    projection matrix 

which does not change the end point velocity determined by  .

This projection matrix can be easily obtained by



   

(2.26)

Is a singular value decomposition of  (see (2.22)) available, one could collect the    columns



of  which belong to the null space of , i. e.   . Comprising an      matrix  of

these null space base vectors, an alternative to (2.26) can be taken:



 

For , a preferred joint velocity vector or the gradient

(2.27)

   of an objective function  can be used;

hence the name “gradient projection.” In the latter case, a scaling factor # !  minimizes  during the
motion sequence while # "  maximizes it. The function  is often referred to as the secondary
criterion, the primary goal being the execution of the commanded end point velocity (with minimal-norm
joint velocities).
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2.2.3 Full Space Parameterization
While workspace augmentation and gradient projection could be combined and the resulting method
would be able to handle both motion preferences ( in (2.25)) and constraints ( and  in (2.24)),
Pin et al. [55, 32, 61] set up a new, more versatile approach: the full space parameterization (FSP),
consisting of two main parts:
i. setting up a solution space for (2.19) in form of base vectors, and
ii. solving an optimization problem within this space.
Pin et al. chose a set of      linearly independent solutions  of the differential kinematic



equation (2.19) to set up the solution space:






   
where




    




  






   



 



(2.28)

is a weight vector which thus gives  as a weighted sum of all  solution vectors. Would one

wish to remain in the null space of , the definition of the solution space would be, in an analogous way








   




    






   

  







  



(2.29)

According to Pin et al. [55], it can be proved that for a full-rank , a set of   linearly independent
solutions can be always found. The first step of the method would thus be the calculation of  , which
is done by selecting non-redundant subsystems of the robot and obtaining a necessarily unique inverse
differential kinematic solution for them. The first part of FSP would thus be comprised of
i. examining the numeric properties of (2.19) and wielding out sources of possible failures and numeric difficulties,
ii. finding      subsystems which deliver a complete set of linearly independent  .
Reducing 
The treatment of (2.19) before solution generation is meant to detect and handle special cases which
would cause failure or numeric difficulties in the algorithm. At this point, only a summary of symptoms and treatments follows; a detailed description of the theoretical background can be found in [32].
However, because of the nature of the algorithm, one assumption has to be done in advance of all:

    
Keeping this assumption in mind, we can now examine the special cases.

(2.30)
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Restricted rows—A row of  is restricted if it contains only one nonzero element:
       



         

       



(2.31)

which means that there is only one unique solution for  . If such a restricted row is detected,  can
be immediately determined. Then,              is subtracted from  and the restricted row is
removed from the system of equations. The generation of the solution vectors  is then performed
with the reduced system and the components resulting from special cases are added to each  later. In an
analogous way, a row of zeros is also removed from the system, except that here, nothing can be added
later—and the corresponding component of  necessarily must be zero.
Zero columns—Columns of zeros are also removed from the system of equations, since then, the given
component of  does not contribute to the solution. (It should be noted that removing a column of zeros
reduces the solution space, although in this case, the corresponding component of  could take any value
preferred by the criteria or the constraints of a later optimization. Therefore, an additional  could be
created from any solution vector found that far, adding a nonzero value to the component corresponding
to the eliminated zero column. The authors of [55, 32], however, do not create an extra solution vector
after such an elimination.)
Special case 1—This exception (hereafter SC1, see pp. 19–23 in [32]) occurs if  has a zero element,
say,   and all columns of  which have a nonzero element corresponding to  are multiples of each
other. To guarantee that   remains zero, the weighted sum of the vectors concerned must also remain
zero. Therefore, the components of  corresponding to these columns must remain in a null space. To
handle a SC1, the following steps must be taken:
preliminary null space base vectors are generated
the columns involved in the SC1 are removed
after finding the solution vectors  , a randomly picked  is added to each null space vector of
the SC1; these are then included in the set of solution vectors.

Special case 2—The definition of SC2 (see pp. 23–27 in [32]) is more complex than that of SC1. This
case occurs if all components of  are nonzero and the columns of  belong to either one of two classifications. The columns of type A must be multiples of each other, while a submatrix composed of
type B columns has at least two rows i) that are multiples of each other, ii) their ratio equals to that of
the corresponding elements of  . Is this the case, the system can be decomposed into two independent
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subsystems, where the part corresponding to type A columns can be regarded a null space problem while
the rest can be handled the usual way. Therefore, the type A columns and one of the “multiple rows”
are eliminated from  and corresponding null space vectors are generated while the rest remains in the
matrix.
Row dependency—Rank loss through row dependency (such as in case of a singular configuration)
could be theoretically handled, in case the corresponding elements in  exhibit the same multiplicity. An
appropriate procedure was proposed by Pin et al. (see p. 29 in [32]), yet it involves additional constraints
for the subsequent optimization.
These aforementioned special cases and exceptions can be detected and handled in a separate routine
prior to obtaining the solution vectors. Since some special cases can also appear as the consequence of
a previous elimination (see pp. 3–4 in [32]), the exception check sequence is repeated as long as new
exceptions occur. Is this no more the case, the reduction of the system can be regarded as complete, and
the generation of  can begin.
Selecting the solution space vectors 
The algorithm proposed by Pin et al. [55, 32] generates the “base vectors” as follows. Let us assume that
we would like to obtain a solution to (2.19) by setting as many components of  explicitely to zero as
would be necessary for a unique solution, i. e.    components:

  


(2.32)

 

           

In this case, since we have set some components of  to zero, the corresponding columns  of 
do not affect this specific solution; they could be as well deleted from the matrix. Removing the “zero
elements” according to this idea,  would be reduced to  with only  elements and  to  of size
  :

  


or graphically:

    

(2.33)

Hereby, we have created a fully determined set of linear equations which has a unique solution if  is
invertible. Is this the case, we can calculate a candidate solution vector in a “compressed” form:

    

(2.34)
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Inserting zeros into  at the places where they were removed before, we obtain , a solution vector for
which

  

(2.35)

To select different base vectors, we can choose different variations of deleted columns in  which leave a
square invertible  behind. According to Pin et al. [55, 32], it can be shown that for an    maximal
rank , a set of    

linearly independent solution vectors  can always be found, which give

the solution space as defined by (2.29, 2.30). The selection of suitable variations can be automatically
performed with a combinatoric algorithm, as implemented in [32].
First, an initial solution has to be found (pp. 9–10 in [32]). For this purpose, a systematic series
of column selections is checked through, which produces, e. g. for    and   , the following
selection pattern:

123

134

145

124

135

146

125

136

156

234

245

235

246

256

345

356

456

346

236

126
Once a set of columns is selected, the so formed  is checked for invertibility, and if it really is of full
rank, the first candidate   

  is computed. Then, the currently selected blocking pattern and the

solution vector found are passed on for a recursive algorithm which then finds the remaining solution
vectors. Should the latter not return with a valid set of  , a new candidate is selected for  and
the recursive search function is called again. The recursive algorithm (see also pp. 13–17 in [32]) for
obtaining the remaining solution vectors performs a series of systematic substitutions. In this process, a
column of the previously compiled  is substituted with a currently not used column of the original .
This new variation must fulfill two requirements:
the new  must be invertible (a rank check is performed for a candidate of a substituted column),
the new  (obtained from  ) must be linearly independent of the previously obtained  .
If the new candidate for a solution vector is found suitable, the next recursion level is entered. Does the
latter return with a failure, or is the new candidate not a valid solution vector, the search on the current
recursion level is continued. Should the search on the current level end without an acceptable solution
vector, the algorithm notifies the higher level of the failure, and the higher level continues either with the
next possible substitution pattern, or—should the patterns be exhausted—passes the failure notice on to
the next higher level. Are all preliminary solution vectors  found and the  “rebuilt” by insertion
of zeros, extra elements are added to the  and further solution vectors are generated if this is required
by the initial reduction of .
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Performing the optimization
After this—apparently cumbersome—creation of the base vectors  , the optimization can be reduced
to a simple series of algebraic operations, in case the criteria and constraints are in an advantageous form.









First, however, let us examine a generic case. Recalling (2.29), the solution space is given as






    



   





  





   



 

(2.36)

The criterion for the optimization has the general form
   

(2.37)



while constraints are defined as
  

    

With the Lagrangian function being
 % &      %

 




(2.38)
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(2.39)

the optimality conditions would be
$

 

$
$
$%
$



  

(2.40)

 
 

$&

(2.41)
 

(2.42)

Now, let us derive the optimality conditions for quadratic criteria and constraints of linear equality type.
Let the quadratic criterion be defined as


where  is a full-rank    matrix and





 

(2.43)

is a reference vector. The constraints can be compiled into

one equation:



   

(2.44)

where  , an       matrix is containing all constraint coefficients,

is the column vector for

weighting the  (and has thus     elements; corresponding to the number of solution vectors)





and  is a column vector with all its






   







elements being . The Lagrangian function would be

  

  %





 



   

(2.45)
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where  is a column vector with elements,  without an index is an        matrix containing
all  solution vectors. The gradient for would then be

     

        


 %  



(2.46)



In this specific form, (2.40) would become

 %    

! "

(2.47)



 "  

 !

 %   

(2.48)

while (2.41) would be


     



  

(2.49)

and finally, (2.42) appears as



   

(2.50)

For further simplification, let us make the following definitions


! 

'  
! "
   !  

     !  "


 

 



(2.51)
(2.52)
(2.53)

  ! 


(2.54)





(2.55)

Then, substituting (2.48) into (2.49), we obtain



 ! "  


   




 ! " % 



which, since !

 %    





! 
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(2.56)
 

(2.57)

 is symmetric, can be put as
%

 ! 

 '  



(2.58)



%

 

 '   


(2.59)
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Next, (2.48) is substituted into (2.50):


  !  "  
 %   
 "  %  !  
  !  

  

 !

 

(2.60)

 

(2.61)

 

(2.62)



and substituting in for % according to (2.59), we receive
 '   

 !  "  

  !

   

(2.63)

  !

   

(2.64)


 "   '      !    

(2.65)



'

 !  "  
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  !  











     ' 

(2.66)



which finally gives for  :



 

     ' 

(2.67)

The above results show that a quadratic criterion and linear equality type constraints require no iterative
optimization, only a closed formula solution. This not only reduces computational cost but also gives
a guarantee for a maximal computing time, thus being suitable for real-time application. Therefore, a
simple algorithm can be set up. The inputs would then be:
the matrix  composed of the column vectors  of the solution space,
the matrix  and the reference vector
to those pursued by

,

of the criterion (expressing motion preferences, analogous

in the gradient projection method (2.25)), and

the matrix of the constraint coefficients, standing for motion restrictions which have to be

guaranteed, similarly to the workspace augmentation approach in (2.24).
Assuming    

base vectors for the solution space and

! 

constraints, the input

variables would be of the following sizes:








     





      

(2.68)
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With these inputs, the output is calculated as

!    

(2.69)

"   

(2.70)
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'  
! "
   !  

     !  "


 

 



(2.71)
(2.72)
(2.73)

  ! 






       '  
  '   
% 





 !

Once      

 "  

 %   

(2.74)
(2.75)
(2.76)
(2.77)
(2.78)

  is obtained, the weighted sum of the solution space “base vectors”  can

be calculated with

  

(2.79)

which finally gives the computed configuration space motion.

The Split-Constraint Approach
Now, let us lean back and look at the FSP method of Pin et al. [55, 32] within the framework of a practical
application. Let us suppose, we would use criteria to keep the robot near a preferred configuration area
(e. g. one with enough motion reserve), and use constraints to handle exceptions (such as joint limits)
where a certain behavior has to be guaranteed to evade “dangerous” configuration areas. Examining this
setup, it may prove necessary to know what the robot would do in an unconstrained case to be able to
judge whether or not certain motion constraints should be applied. It would be thus useful to separate an
unconstrained solution from one with the necessary constraints applied—without a significant surplus of
computational costs. The original concept of Pin et al. [55, 32, 61] can be further improved through such
a separation. The effect of the constraints is present as a further summand in the formula for the weight
vector (2.78), and therefore, the separation can be easily performed as follows. The unconstrained part
can be calculated as
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!    

(2.80)
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(2.81)
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and finally,



(2.83)
(2.84)
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(2.82)

 

 % 

(2.85)



(2.86)

delivers the unconstrained joint velocity vector. After calculating the unconstrained solution, the constraint check (e. g. the application of a joint limit “rule base”) can be performed, which delivers the
constraint matrix

.

If there are any constraints to be enforced, the correction term is calculated. For

this purpose, the following variables are taken from the first part: !, ", , ' ,



. With their help, the

correction term is obtained as
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   !  "
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(2.87)
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(2.88)
(2.89)
(2.90)
(2.91)

 %   

(2.92)

from which the entire constrained solution is calculated:

    



(2.93)

At this point, a final note is due. As it can be seen, it is easy to separate the constraints as a whole from the
unconstrained solution. Applying this scheme “as is,” however, omits those constraints which become
necessary because of the previous application of another constraint. An enhancement of the algorithm
for such a case was not elaborated in detail. However, it must be mentioned that no such situation has
occurred during the practical test runs with the robot mentioned in this work.
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Drawbacks of FSP and Remedies
Near-singular subsystems—With all these advantages, however, the FSP method may still bring some
difficulties. Since the base vectors  are obtained by selecting non-redundant subsystems, a nearsingular choice is likely to cause numerical problems. To examine such a case, let us first take a simplified
system, i. e. a 3-DOF planar manipulator with all links of unit length as shown in Fig. 2.11 below. Let
the workspace be only the position    of the end point so that one redundant DOF remains.

Figure 2.11: Virtual subsystems of a 3-DOF planar manipulator
For the configuration    




manipulability

 

   (as in Fig. 2.11), the Jacobian matrix  and the scalar

become, respectively,


 

 

  

 

 










   

 

(2.94)

Obviously, the entire robot is far from any singularities, and still, the optimization can encounter problems. Selecting e. g. columns 1 and 2 of  to obtain  , and columns 1 and 3 for  , the results for a
prescribed    

 



are:
     

      







(2.95)

which, substituted into (2.69) and assuming a weighting matrix   , gives

!     

    






(2.96)

The near-singular subsystem with columns 1 and 2 of  thus resulted in a solution vector with a significantly higher norm, and as a consequence, ! became badly scaled, likely to cause numeric failure
during its inversion. Similar cases occur for the 8-DOF manipulator as well, e. g. when the WT joint
approaches zero and at least one non-redundant subsystem with this joint is selected. Various remedies
can be considered in this situation.
Near-singular subsystems may be swapped for another combination. However, this would diminish
the time-efficiency of the combinatoric search method; in the worst case, even all combinations
would have to be checked.
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A rescaling of ! e. g. with diagonal matrices may extend the area of error-free operation, however
it does not eliminate the problem itself altogether.
Zero velocity commands—Even though for redundant robots, zero end point velocity does not imply
zero joint motion, FSP assumes a nonzero end point velocity. For   , the base vectors would be





all zero vectors, making an optimization impossible. A remedy could be the assumption of a fictitious
(nonzero) workspace velocity together with the constraint

   

instead of the usual

 

in

(2.29), i. e. solving in the null space of  instead of the solution space, as in (2.30):











   

    






  






   



  



(2.97)

Applying the usual quadratic criteria of the form (2.43) and linear equality constraints as (2.44), the
Lagrangian function (2.45) becomes
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(2.98)

which implies the modification of one optimality condition, namely (2.49), to


    



 

(2.99)

Tracing down this change, i. e. the disappearance of a  summand, the split-constraint algorithm (2.80–
2.93) is changed to
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(2.100)
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(2.102)
(2.103)
(2.104)
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(2.105)

for the unconstrained solution and
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(2.106)
(2.107)
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(2.108)
(2.109)



(2.110)

 

 %   

(2.111)

for the correction term. Now, a fictitious workspace velocity, e. g. the last nonzero end point command,
could be assumed for  , and the optimization could be performed for the null space, using the modified
algorithm. However, the zero/nonzero threshold for   calls for additional care (i. e. a proper velocity
scaling) in practical application to avoid the discontinuity of joint velocities.
Lacking enhanceability—The last mentionable shortcoming arises from the “black box”-like nature
of the method which is, primarily, a consequence of the base vector selection algorithm. This makes
it inconvenient to add extensions for practical use, such as manipulability diagnostics or singularity
handling, which would require an examination of  as a whole.

2.2.4 Parameterization Through Null Space
Partly to overcome these difficulties, a new method, PNS (parameterization through null space) was developed. PNS is based on an optimization technique analogous to FSP, yet it uses a different optimization
space. The modular concept, as shown in Fig. 2.12 calculates a minimum norm particular term and then
adds a homogeneous part which is obtained by the actual optimization, as a linear combination of the
null space base vectors

of :

 

      
where



   

(2.112)

is a weighting vector and  is comprised of the null space base vectors. The “interface” of the

algorithm is identical to that of FSP, i. e. the inputs are the Jacobian matrix  and the desired end point

velocity  , the usual quadratic criterion of the form   

constraints of the form  

 and optional linear equality type

 .

Preparation of the Solution Space
The first part of PNS is, as was the case with FSP, the generation of the optimization space in form of
base vectors. For this purpose, a singular value decomposition is performed on . SVD delivers directly
the base vectors of the null space of  in an orthonormal form, thus providing a numerically convenient
optimization space. By inverting the singular values  not belonging to the null space, the minimal
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Figure 2.12: Schematic structure of the PNS method

norm particular term      can be calculated, and as a by-product, the examination of  



allows additional manipulability diagnostics and singularity handling. The first steps of PNS are thus:

  

(2.113)

  


(2.114)

    

(2.115)

where the columns of  and  are orthonormal and  contains the singular values     
main diagonal (all   

    are nonzero if

in its

 has full rank). The null space matrix  of (2.114)

contains the null space base vectors found in . The index

(standing for particular) refers to the

elements of  and  which do not belong to the null space. The preparation in (2.113–2.115) already
outlines the concept of PNS—the final solution is calculated as the sum of a particular term and a linear
combination  of the null space base vectors:

          

(2.116)

This arrangement already outlines two advantages of PNS over FSP. First, zero velocity commands
for the workspace do not necessitate further “exception handling;” it only means that the particular
term   becomes zero, without specific influence on the homogeneous term  . Second, near-singular
subsystems of the redundant manipulator do not impose difficulties on the algorithm because during the
entire procedure, the robot is treated as a whole.
Optimization
The optimization uses the same criteria and constraints as does FSP, yet the optimization in PNS is
only performed in the null space; this separation of homogeneous and particular parts showing some
resemblance to gradient projection. However, as opposed to (2.25), PNS also takes the particular part
into consideration when the homogeneous term is computed, the criteria (and the optional constraints as
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well) being defined for the entire solution. Thus, the criterion introduced with FSP could be expressed
for PNS as follows:




 

 



     



(2.117)

The symbolic form of the constraints remains the same as in (2.44), since they only include the weight
vector :



   

(2.118)

where, in case of constraints,  is of size    and  is  . The calculation of the coefficients
in  differs from that in FSP, since in PNS, the already given particular term has to be taken into account
as well. The usual limits on the number of constraints still apply, since also here, too many constraints
would exhaust the dimensionality of the optimization space.
Similarly to FSP, the optimum of a quadratic criterion with linear equality type constraints allows a





closed formula for PNS as well. To give a proof, let us take the Lagrangian function
    



   

(2.119)

and the gradient
             

 

(2.120)

For the sake of easier handling, let us introduce following definitions:

!    

(2.121)

"        

     



(2.122)

With these, the optimality conditions would be

!  "    
 !

and



(2.123)

 "   

(2.124)

   

(2.125)



(2.126)

 

Now, a substitution from (2.124) gives
  !

 "   !    
  !        !  "

(2.127)
(2.128)

and with the definition

 

 !  

(2.129)
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     !  "

(2.130)

From these results, the final algorithm can be compiled. Similarly to FSP, the optimization formula can
be split into two parts, i. e. a solution with no further constraints applied, and a correction term whose
addition then enforces the constraints while the criterion is still optimized to the best possible degree.
Since our final goal is the calculation of      , computing the weight vector plays the key role.
Therefore, the representation of the algorithm below is aimed at finding
cases. First, the weight vector



for the two aforementioned

for the unconstrained solution is obtained by

!    

(2.131)

"        

(2.132)



"

 !

(2.133)

has to be added which is given as

and for constraints, the correction term

     !  "     

(2.134)

 

(2.135)
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(2.136)
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(2.137)

The final solution is then computed as

       



(2.138)

Thus, PNS delivers the optimum of a quadratic criterion with optional constraints and matches the abilities of the FSP method in this concern. However, PNS allows easier enhancement, e. g. with respect to
the particular term   . As it could be seen in (2.131–2.133), the optimization itself is largely independent
of the way   is calculated and allows us to depart from the original     when needed. The latter
may occur, for example, if the mainpulator is moving through a singularity. As certain non-nullspace
singular values approach zero, their inversion becomes difficult. To avoid this, the critical singular values

!
"

 can be “propped up” with a quadratic function, should  drop below a given threshold, here  :
  

From here on,



 



if   





 

 

if  ! 

(2.139)

can be used instead of  , allowing an inversion of all non-nullspace singular

values. This results in a trade-off between invertibility and numerical accuracy while due to the quadratic
function, no velocity jumps in   occur. (A related approach is the damped least-sqares inverse [19].)
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The open arrangement of PNS also allows a suitable examination of kinematic properties, since the singular values provided by the SVD of  are best fit for manipulability diagnostics (see also Appendix B.1).
Another possibility is further development towards the dynamic model: criteria may be weighted according to inertia parameters. Also, the dynamically consistent pseudoinverse [93] may be utilized instead of
the usual Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse. However, this would change little if the entire  were added
to the so calculated solution. The criteria being given for     , the optimization result in PNS is
independent of the choice of   as long as the latter gives the same end point motion.

2.2.5 Comparison of the Methods
The optimization of a quadratic criterion—be it through FSP or PNS—is certain to have advantages over
gradient projection. However, regarding the orthogonality of any null space vector and a minimum norm
solution   , it can be surmised that gradient projection is also optimal in its own context. Indeed, the
original gradient projection, though not directly defined as an optimum, corresponds to a special case of
unconstrained optimization; namely to the case of  being an identity matrix. For PNS, this statement
can be easily proved. If

  

(2.140)

then the criterion (2.117) is simplified to






 



(2.141)

and as a consequence, the calculation steps (2.131–2.133) for the case     become

!     
"     



(2.142)




 



(2.143)
(2.144)

Substituting (2.144) into (2.116) would result in

          

(2.145)

and recalling that  is a form of the projection matrix 

(as in (2.27)), it is easy to see that

(2.145) returns the gradient projection method (2.25). Thus, if no constraints are applied in PNS and the
criterion is set up with   , the result is identical to that of gradient projection. Note that the scaling
factor # in (2.25) can be included into the criterion as

 # .
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This special case behaves identically for FSP, too, although the proof is more demanding. First, let
us choose a “convenient” set of solution vectors, assuming that the result of the optimization does not
depend on the actual choice of base vectors if the space spanned out remains the same. A possible set
complying with (2.29) could be derived from the minimum norm solution     and a full set of
orthonormal null space base vectors



as delivered e. g. by the singular value decomposition of .

From this, we may compose the solution vectors  as

          

 



  

(2.146)

These can be substituted into the FSP optimization algorithm (2.86–2.80) where, similarly to the PNS
formulae, the special choice of the criterion results in simplifications. First, the solution vectors  are
compiled into a matrix :
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Having chosen   , ! is simplified to , which is—due to the specific choice made in (2.146)—the











sum of an identity matrix and two dyads:
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  #   # 

  #  and applying the Sherman-Morrison inversion formula [64, 71], we obtain

the intermediate result
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(2.149)
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With the definition


     

and keeping in mind that !  !  $ , the inverse !
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 is obtained as













Now, a substitution into (2.81) gives
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For (2.82) we obtain
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(2.83) takes shape as
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and (2.84) returns
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Substituting these results into (2.85) then gives
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and finally, applying (2.86), we obtain
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Further expression of the latter product brings us finally to

    






which, because  is given as

 


 

(2.158)

, is only a different representation of

     

(2.159)

where substituting back for   would return (2.25), as originally assumed. Thus, it can now be seen that
gradient projection is a special case of the optimization of a quadratic criterion as given by (2.43), where

 is set to an identity matrix, representing evenly weighted preferences for all components. Taking an
arbitrary diagonal matrix for  in FSP or PNS would correspond to varying weights for the componentwise motion preferences, while a generalization to linear combinations of the joint space components
can be realized by an arbitrary  for which !     is a full-rank matrix.

2.2.6 Configuration Control Using FSP/PNS
Finally, a method is presented which utilizes PNS for the configuration control of redundant manipulators. Considering local motion planning for redundant robots in general, two groups of additional motion
requirements can be defined aside from the execution of a prescribed end point motion:
i. motion preferences which are to be met to the best possible degree, however, it is not critical or
dangerous if they are not fulfilled as prescribed (“soft requirements”);
ii. motion constraints which have to be guaranteed in order to prevent failure or physical damage
(“hard requirements”).
Having the capabilities of the optimization-based inverse differential kinematic solution methods in
mind, it is straightforward to equate motion preferences with criteria as (2.117) and motion constraints
with optimization constraints as (2.118).
Motion Preferences
Are obstacles not yet taken into consideration, the most basic motion preference could be keeping the
arm in an advantageous configuration area which is e. g. associated with high manipulability. The latter
is of especially high importance for service robotic applications where the exact end point trajectory is
seldom known a priori and a sufficient motion reserve must be present to meet unexpected changes of the
TCP velocity command. Since it is not expressly necessary to maintain the highest manipulability (i. e.
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Figure 2.13: Configuration control through motion preferences
a wider range of configurations is deemed acceptable), this issue of configuration control can be realized
via criteria. To achieve this, one could regard the robot as an array of (coupled) integrators and treat
the component-wise difference of preferred and actual joint values as a control difference. Sigmoidal
functions for each configuration component then serve as saturated P-controllers and give joint velocity





preferences for each component, to be applied in the reference vector
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*

of the criterion (2.117):

   

(2.160)

where  designates the joint number, ) is the “height parameter,” * is the “width parameter,” 



is

the preferred joint value and  is the actual joint value for component . Additional weighting of the
so created joint velocity preferences is possible—assuming a full-rank   (    ( —with the
parameter ( , the th diagonal element of . Should the motion of some components be not relevant,
the corresponding height parameters can be set to zero, locally minimizing the transients in those components. The same cannot be done for the corresponding elements of (    ( , since this would
result in rank loss for !     in (2.131) and the optimization procedure would fail.
The arrangement as shown in Fig. 2.13 is reminiscent of a control loop, yet it should be stressed
that due to

being only a preference, the configuration  will be rarely reached for all desired

components—not even if controllers better than the saturated proportional type were applied—since
the primary goal is the execution of the prescribed TCP motion which is not necessarily agreeable with
the configuration preferences. Should one still need an actually feasible configuration for  , the inverse
kinematic solution method of Section 2.1 could be used, with the prescribed TCP position of the algorithm set equal to the intended goal of the current motion step. Also, it should be expected that the robot
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keeps on moving in the null space of  after stopping the TCP motion if the optimum of the preferences
is not reached yet. This capability can be used for “adjusting movement,” i. e. reconfiguration to another

 , or it can be switched off by setting all ) to zero.
The above described setup is represented as a control loop in Fig. 2.13, yet with the application of
purely proportional controllers,

could be also interpreted as a “virtual force” attracting the robot to-

wards  . Similar cases of attractive virtual forces have been used by numerous authors for collision
avoidance. An application example for gradient projection (2.25) and a generic position algorithm was
shown by Sezgin et al. [69, 70] where virtual forces were employed to guide a redundant manipulator along the Voronoi regions (i. e. manifolds consisting of points with equal distances to neighboring
workspace obstacles) in a cluttered environment.
As shown by Sezgin et al. [69, 70], Žlajpah et al. [91, 93], Grebäck [34] and many other authors,
repulsive forces can be also applied. Aside from the “commonplace” of obstacle avoidance, another
possible field of use is singularity avoidance. Recalling Tab. 1.3, it can be seen that the singularities of
the 8-DOF arm (and of all manipulators in general) are manifolds of varying dimension in configuration
space—rather than a finite set of points—with some joints bearing no relevance to the given singularity.
However, every singularity manifold shrinks to a point or a finite set of points if only the appropriate
components of  are taken (a first approach for nonlinear cases like A6 in Tab. 1.3 would be an enveloping
linear subspace, treated as an entirely singular configuration set). In the case of e. g. manifold L1, the
adequate subspace would be given by the components   SH,UA,EL and the corresponding 
would be comprised of the matching elements of . If the linear combination of several joints is involved,

a transformation  can be found which maps this with     onto one given dimension,

creating as a side-product the corresponding orthogonal directions as well. For the singularity manifolds







A5 and A6 in Tab. 1.3, the following matrix could be used:
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(2.161)

In the relevant subspace, the Euclidean distance from a given singularity could be calculated by
 



 

    

(2.162)

where   is the value of  for the singularity. Also, a unit-norm vector can be defined to describe the
difference of  and the singularity:
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(2.163)

where   is the specific instance of joint values for the singularity, and  contains the components
of the current configuration which are in the subspace. Now, given  and  , one could make up a virtual
force in the—preferably radially symmetric—form

%  ' 

(2.164)

After transforming % back to the original joint space if necessary, all virtual forces can be superimposed
and used together with a full-rank diagonal  to repel the robot from the singularities. However, we shall
recall again that the criterion (2.117) stands for a motion preference which is not necessarily fulfilled and
thus, no guarantee is given that singular configurations will be avoided.
Motion Restrictions
The necessity of guaranteed motion components leads us finally to the motion restrictions of a manipulator which occur when danger zones, such as close obstacle boundaries or joint limits, are encountered.
These correspond to constraints of an optimization procedure which, for the case of PNS, are of a linear
equality type, as in (2.118):



   

(2.165)

Recalling the PNS algorithm, we can see that for the application of

    constraints,



is a

    matrix of constraint coefficients, is an     weighting vector to obtain the solution

      as in (2.116), and  is a column vector with ones for all elements. As mentioned before,
one equality type constraint is equivalent to setting one component of  (or one given linear combination)
to a fixed value, thus we should seek a method to determine the adequate elements of  for this purpose.
Let us take the most basic case, i. e. requiring a fixed value  for one given component  of  . The
corresponding part of (2.116) would then be:


where



   

(2.166)

is row  of the null space matrix . Transforming this equation into


      

(2.167)

and comparing it with (2.165), we will immediately obtain for row of  :







  

(2.168)
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Applying (2.168) to every component of  to be constrained, we can now build  row by row (note that
the rows can assume any possible permutation). For one given linear combination   &  with the
  row vector & having at least one nonzero element, a similar approach can be taken:

&       

(2.169)

&     &     



(2.170)
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(2.171)

Now, having adequate means to guarantee certain motion elements, one can set up a scheme to avoid
dangerous operating areas of the manipulator. The easiest case would be the component-wise surveillance
and handling of joint limits, for which only the simplified case of (2.168) is needed. First, let us assume
safety zones “padding” the actual joint limits as follows:
 !  !  ! ! ! " 



(2.172)

where  and " are the lower and upper joint limits, respectively, while  and ! are the corresponding “safety thresholds.” Now, let us first compute an unconstrained solution   according to
(2.131–2.133) and observe the resulting joint velocities and joint values. Does
 !    !     "    " ! 

(2.173)

hold, i. e. is a joint value within either the upper or the lower safety zone while it moves towards the
corresponding joint limit, a constraint can be set which stops the motion of the given component with a
gradual deceleration. This can be achieved by scaling  down to  :




 

   

(2.174)

reducing  to zero at the joint limit and effecting no scaling-down at the safety threshold:
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(2.175)

To preserve a continuous acceleration, it is further required that
#
$ $


 

#
$ $


 

To comply with (2.175–2.176), a quadratic scaling function can be assembled as follows:

(2.176)
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Figure 2.14: Scheme of the complete configuration control setup with criteria and constraints
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if     !

(2.177)

if ! !  ! "
if   "

Thus, the joint limit handling scheme consists of a detection part (i. e. checking the unconstrained solution 



for “dangerous behavior”) and a correction part (i. e. calculating a 

) to ensure gradual

deceleration in the critical components of  , thus keeping the robot away from critical areas of its configuration space. This can be interpreted as the application of a rule base and can be integrated into the
PNS-based control scheme (Fig. 2.13) as shown in Fig. 2.14.
A similar example for motion restrictions is singularity avoidance. In a “naive” setup, one could
set virtual joint limits which confine the manipulator to an area of its configuration space where no
singularities occur. This could be applied, for example, to planar appendages of a multi-fingered robotic
hand, restricting the operation to either side of a fully stretched limb (as it is approximately done for
the physical joint limits of human fingers). However, there are numerous cases where this is hardly
acceptable, since too much of valuable workspace is lost. A more elaborate way of singularity avoidance
can be realized adopting the subspace approach already explained with the motion preferences. Recalling
the radial distance definitions (2.162–2.163), one could take the subspace components  —where the
given singular manifold shrinks to a point—and set up a (hyper)sphere around the singularity, defined by
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     ! 

(2.178)

where  is the radius of the safety (hyper)sphere. Now, similarly to (2.173), the following condition
can be checked:

 !       


! 
"
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(2.179)

Does (2.179) hold for the given singularity, one could again take a scaling function analogous to (2.177):
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(2.180)

if   

and restrict (i. e. scale down) the robot’s motion for the linear combination    , using the scheme
of (2.171). Since one given weighted sum is constrained, only one dimension of the solution space is
occupied by this constraint. As it can be seen in (2.180), the radial motion comes to a full stop before
reaching the singularity and the robot passes the critical manifold outside a circumvention hypersphere
of radius 



. Again, if the manipulator would move away from the singularity (   



! ), the

constraint is switched off as (2.179) becomes false. This approach can be also integrated into the control
scheme of Fig. 2.14 as a further addition to the rule base.
As it can be seen, the optimization constraints of the PNS algorithm provide an efficient way to
keep the robot within a safe operating area during local differential kinematic motion planning. Two
further comments are, however, due at this point. First, it should be noted that the maximal number
of simultaneously applicable constraints is limited by the dimensionality of the solution space, i. e. for
an -DOF manipulator and an -dimensional workspace, at most    linear equality constraints
can be applied. Second, it is possible that constraining the motion of a given joint, the “remaining”
arm is rendered singular. An example for the 8-DOF manipulator is a constraint set for the TL joint
while UA   and EL   



  . Does this occur, the unconstrained term 




remains within

acceptable velocity bounds while the constrained solution quickly deteriorates, as would be expected for
a singularity. In other words, the robot is kinematically unable to comply simultaneously with both the
workspace motion requirements and the constraints. A trade-off similar to (2.139) could be used for a
symptomatic treatment of the problem which results in an approximate correction term. Since this does
not set the given component of  exactly to the requested value (e. g. the joint motion does not stop before
a joint limit), the critical components of  should be explicitely overwritten with the correct values at
the cost of an imprecise workspace motion. Since for constrained joints, additional singularity manifolds
appear, their detection and possible circumvention will be subject to further research.
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Figure 2.15: Application of the position algorithm in a service robotic scenario

2.3 Application and Experiments
Within the framework of the MORPHA project for service robotic research, the inverse kinematic redundancy resolution method (Section 2.1) and the differential kinematic configuration control setup using
the FSP and PNS methods (Subsection 2.2.6) were implemented in C/C++ and successfully tested both
in simulations using a kinematic model and as a real-time application on the experimental robot itself at
Siemens Corporate Technology IC6 in Munich, Germany. The algorithms described in this thesis were
implemented in an intermediate local planning layer of the robot’s control architecture, receiving Cartesian or joint space commands and secondary motion/positioning criteria from a higher strategic level and
passing joint values as set points to the lower servo level.
The inverse kinematic redundancy resolution method is applied to generate single configurations for
point-to-point motion. Knowing the goal configuration, the actual motion trajectory (straight-lined in
joint space) is generated with a common path planning algorithm (see [45], pp. 147–149) which keeps
joint velocities and accelerations below the prescribed limits. The configurations generated with the
inverse kinematic solution algorithm are used as starting points for longer motion sequences, such as
handing over objects to a human operator (see Fig. 2.15) or reaching for targets of known position (such
as door handles, previously located by vision or laser scanner). The inverse kinematic solution algorithm is only used to approach the target; the rest of the positioning task is sensor-guided and relies
on the FSP/PNS-based resolved motion methods. The position algorithm was also applied as a tool
for the off-line planning of scenarios by a human operator. In these cases, the results comprised cor-
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Figure 2.16: Adjusting movement with zero TCP command
ner points of longer motion sequences or determined a preferred configuration for the control algorithm
using FSP/PNS.
The resolved motion methods FSP and PNS were both implemented and tested within the configuration control algorithm of Fig. 2.14. The original concept of FSP [55, 32] was extended with the
split-constraint approach, handling of zero velocity commands with proper scaling at the zero/nonzero
boundary, and (partial) numerical protection against near-singular subsystems, as addressed in Subsection 2.2.3. The subsequent application of PNS obsoleted these corrections and allowed furthermore the
“symptomatic treatment” for singularities of the entire manipulator (see (2.139) for details) which was
also realized and successfully tested.
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As described in Fig. 2.13 and equation (2.160), optimization criteria are employed to drive the robot

towards a preferred configuration with an adjusting movement (i. e. null space motion calculated by
the underlying optimization algorithm) while a prescribed workspace motion is realized. The interface
towards higher control levels provides read and write access to the preferred configuration itself, to the
height and width parameters of the saturated proportional controllers () and * in (2.160), respectively),
and to diagonal elements of the weighting matrix  (see (2.43) and (2.117)). Read access is provided to
the configuration and workspace position of the robot and the current state of the arm (executing, motion
completed/idle and various error messages). The null-space motion—initiated by the reference vector
of the criterion—is scaled down by a window function at the beginning of motion sequences to prevent
velocity jumps. Null space motion is also allowed during zero workspace velocity commands; this
enables the robot to continue the adjusting movement after finishing the commanded workspace motion
sequence, or it allows a reconfiguration of the arm while the end point does not move. An example
of such a pure null space motion is shown in Fig. 2.16 where the TL joint shows an upward motion of
approximately 100mm while the end point does not move.
Motion restrictions were implemented in the “rule base” form (2.173) to handle joint limits with
scaled-down velocities (see also (2.177)). Since both FSP and PNS are used in the split-constraint form,
motion constraints are enforced if the previously calculated unconstrained solution does not comply with
the corresponding requirements. To demonstrate the effects of joint limit constraints in a simulation,
a vertical TCP motion command is shown in Figs. 2.17–2.19. As it can be seen in the motion of the
manipulator’s TL joint in Fig. 2.17, a gradual deceleration can be realized with a suitable optimization
constraint upon entering the safety zone around a joint limit. What this effects on the robot itself is
shown in Fig. 2.18: the desired end point motion is executed while the TL joint stops before its upper
limit. Would this not occur (as in Fig. 2.19), the motion planning would bring incorrect TCP motion in
case the joint limits were enforced by lower control levels.
The same case is also shown in a practical experiment in Fig. 2.20 where the end point motion
command of the robot is obtained from the gripper-mounted force sensors, i. e. the operator “guides”
the robot’s TCP. Also here, a gradual deceleration of the TL joint occurs upon entering the safety zone
of the upper joint limit, while the end point still moves as guided by the operator. While these examples
concentrate on the motion of one joint and were selected for best visualization, it must be noted that the
algorithm succeeded in more complicated cases as well.
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Figure 2.17: Joint value of TL in a planned motion with and without joint limit constraints

Figure 2.18: Robot motion using joint limit constraints

Figure 2.19: Robot motion without using joint limit constraints
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Figure 2.20: Joint limit handling with optimization constraints

Part II

Mobile Manipulators

Previous Work
Merging a mobile platform and one or more manipulators into a mobile manipulator was early proposed in robotics (see Pavlov et al. [58]), yet only the last decade brought them notably into the focus
of research and practical application. As they combine the manipulation capabilities of an arm and the
extended workspace of a mobile base, their envisaged application spans a wide range from industrial
use to service robotics. Although some examples of legged mobile manipulators are known, such as the
Honda humanoid robots (Hirai et al. [35]) or quadruped constructions (Hwang et al. [36]), the majority
still relies on wheeled mobile platforms and assumes a plain, horizontal terrain in modeling and control.
This thesis deals with the latter group, focusing on mobile manipulators with a unicycle type mobile base
(i. e. having two independently actuated wheels on the same axis) and a possibly redundant arm.

Modeling
The description of the entire mobile manipulator usually takes the models of the subsystems (i. e. arm
and mobile base) for a starting point, since their separate modeling has been extensively studied in the
past. Similarly to manipulators (see previous part for a literature review), fundamental modeling issues
of wheeled mobile platforms are well established in robotics. Therefore, the reader is again referred to
comprehensive works (such as Canudas de Wit et al. [19]) and Appendix C for the basics.
Kinematic modeling.

As for kinematic and differential kinematic models, the general practice is the

addition of the mobile platform’s posture (i. e. planar position and orientation) to the arm’s configuration space (giving in most cases a kinematically redundant system). For a purely kinematic approach,
this means three more coordinates, while a differential kinematic model includes their first derivatives
with respect to time. This is straightforward for omnidirectional mobile robots (i. e. ones which can
assume any linear and angular velocity at any instant, as the Stanford assistant of Khatib et al. [41, 40],
later applied by other research groups as well; see Grebäck [34], Egerstedt et al. [29] or Tan et al. [74]).
For nonholonomic platforms, however, further velocity constraints apply which effectively reduce the
67
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dimensionality of the robot’s instantaneous velocity space. At this point, the approaches of various authors diversify. Some retain the original three-dimensional velocity space for the platform and apply
the constraints separately (as Pin et al. [60] or Seraji [68]), while others use a minimal set of control
variables and embed the nonholonomic properties in the differential kinematic model itself. To the latter
approach, Yamamoto et al. [84, 85, 86] contributed with pioneering work, includig the generalization of
Yoshikawa’s manipulability concept [87, 89] to the case of mobile manipulators. Bayle et al. [15] examined the resultant manipulability properties of mobile manipulators, especially those with a unicycle base
and aside from a proposed gradient-projection-based motion planning scheme, suggested preferences for
the placement of the arm base frame within the platform frame. The results of Bayle et al. [15] are similar
to those shown in this thesis, yet they were published a year later than the results of this work (published
in [5, 6, 7]), including both modeling and motion planning.
Dynamic modeling.

Recently, numerous authors have examined the dynamic model of mobile manip-

ulators. As pointed out by Yamamoto [85], a mere concatenation of two subsystems is not sufficient, as
one has to take into account the dynamic interaction of arm and mobile base as well. Later on, similar
approaches were presented by others (as Duleba [28], Chung et al. [21]), while more efficient calculation techniques were also proposed, as Tanner et al. [75] did with Kane’s approach instead of the usual
Euler-Lagrange formalism. While some force problems appear rarely in theory, they may have significant impact in practical applications. Huang et al. [73] addressed such an issue: the protection of the
robot from tipping over. Bauer [14] commented on wheel slip and friction problems of cylindric (as
opposed to torus-like) wheel surfaces in heavy mobile manipulators and proposed a way to circumvent
the difficulties.

Planning and Control
Mobile manipulators can be used in three modes of operation. The arm-only mode with a fixed mobile
base corresponds to classical manipulation while the mobile platform alone can realize traditional pure
transportation tasks. As shown in service robotic application examples with the Arnold robot of Bergener
et al. [16] or HERMES of Bischoff, Graefe et al. [18], these “conventional” functionalities alone can
already comprise a wide repertoire of behavioral elements, yet the most versatile mode of operation
is nonetheless the simultaneous use of arm and mobile base. Thus, much of the research invested in
planning and control of mobile manipulators deals with the coordinated motion of arm and base, also
requiring the resolution of kinematic redundancy in most cases.
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As mobile manipulator models suggest, the robot could be treated as

one system in a uniform way—with respect to control and planning—to execute an end point motion
command. This is, in fact, common practice in simulations (Mohri et al. [53], Tchoń et al. [76, 78, 38],
Pin et al. [60], Bayle et al. [15]). Even the unified control of a physical robot can succeed, as demonstrated by the Stanford assistant of Khatib et al. [41, 40], especially for platforms with omnidirectional
kinematics and little inertia. However, some properties of the mobile base may impose difficulties on a
uniform treatment: nonholonomic platform kinematics, significantly lower control bandwidth compared
to that of the arm, unpredictable motion errors due to wheel slip or uneven terrain, and a lagging and imprecise self-localization of the mobile base. To cope with these difficulties, Yamamoto [84] introduced
a motion planning algorithm which treats the mobile manipulator as two subsystems. In this approach,
the mobile base follows the commanded end point trajectory with an approximate motion of short elementary path pieces, while the rest of the positioning is left to the arm’s own motion planner (note that
for a non-redundant arm, kinematic redundancy is fully resolved by the separation of these subsystems).
The application of two (interacting) planners or controllers was also proposed by other authors later on,
as with the planning method of Nagatani et al. [56], or the neural control example of Lin et al. [51].
Coordination strategies.

Yamamoto’s approach already leads us to the issue of arm and base co-

ordination (hereafter ABC) strategies. As it could be seen, the mobile base is, due to its properties,
predestined to perform a rough path following motion, while the arm carries out the rest of the task,
compensating the platform’s motion error. In this case, it is best to drive the platform so that the arm
is kept in a configuration with sufficient motion reserve, as demonstrated by similar cases in nature as
well (e. g. a person writing across a board). The original approach of Yamamoto [84] selects either a
single arm configuration or a convenient operating area in configuration space associated with sufficient
manipulability and tries to keep the arm in this zone. The same basic concept appeared in a wide range
of other cases (Khatib et al. [40], Kang et al. [39], Huang et al. [73]), deriving arm configuration preferences almost exclusively from manipulability, although Grebäck [34] gave a comprehensive listing of
other criteria (e. g. lowest potential energy, midrange joint position) as well, and Tchoń et al. [77] presented a variety of Jacobian-based algorithms where any motion preference could be applied in general.
While most algorithms include arm configuration preferences in an explicite form, Bauer [13, 12, 14]
presented a suggestive example for a simple planar robot where independent configuration controllers
realize the arm preferences in an implicite way.
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Global Planning. This last issue represents the highest level in mobile manipulator control. In the most
simple cases, global planning is only used to obtain a valid trajectory for a point-to-point task, as shown
by Perrier et al. [59] with the motion sequence composed of subsequent displacements, defined either
with homogeneous transformations or with dual quaternions. Other authors aimed at minimizing a global
norm, e. g. associated with energy consumption. Mohri et al. [53] treated the planning of a trajectory as
an optimal control problem, although here, the arm apparently approached the periphery of its stationary
workspace by the end of the motion task. Quite the opposite is the approach of Nagatani et al. [56] who
set up feasible operating regions for the mobile base according to acceptable arm manipulability and
employed a simple path planner to find a suitable platform motion.
More elaborate planning methods may incorporate the aforementioned arm and base coordination
strategy on a local level, while also pursuing a global aspect, such as obstacle avoidance. Papadopoulos et al. [57], for example, proposed a polynomial path for the mobile base, avoiding obstacles as
represented in the polynomial path’s parameter space. In some cases, a-priori generated motion elements
are combined with local methods (e. g. virtual forces), as shown by Wösch et al. [11, 82, 83]. Khatib et al.
[41] introduced a new, versatile concept with the elastic band and related methods, realizing a distinct
intermediate planning layer between the higher strategic and the lower control level, as already referred
to in the first part of this thesis.

Chapter 3

Kinematic Modeling of
Mobile Manipulators
This chapter deals with the differential kinematic model of mobile manipulators. Since the research work
described in this thesis was driven by one given robot, most of the results focus on its specific class, i. e.
mobile manipulators with a unicycle type mobile base, although an extension to other robot classes is
possible. Obtaining a model for wheeled mobile platforms is considered fundamental knowledge, the
reader is thus referred to comprehensive works (Canudas de Wit et al. [19]) and Appendix C. In this
chapter, the resultant differential kinematic model is derived merging the posture kinematic model of a
unicycle robot and a conventional open-chain rigid-link manipulator. Having obtained the model, further
means of its analysis are presented, with respect to the motion reserve of the robot’s certain points and
components. Finally, conclusions concerning robot design are drawn.
The results of this chapter align well with those of Yamamoto et al. [86], although the kinematic
results of Yamamoto et al. result from the simplification of the dynamic model previously derived in
[86]. Identical results to some of those shown here (and published in [5, 6, 7]) were later also published
by Bayle et al. [15].

3.1 Deriving a Kinematic Model
Mounting a manipulator onto a mobile platform changes little in kinematics, as long as position remains
the only concern. As recalled from (A.7), the end point position and orientation of an -DOF fixed-base
manipulator can be described by the homogeneous transformation
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Figure 3.1: Important frames of a mobile manipulator—simplified model and wireframe

where * denotes the world frame, ( stands for the base frame, numbered frames are attached to the
corresponding arm segments according to the Denavit-Hartenberg scheme, and + represents the end
effector frame. For the sake of simplicity, it is assumed that both   and 

&

are both identity

matrices, therefore
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(3.2)

Examining the transformation matrices in (3.2), the end point position and orientation could be expressed
by an -dimensional vector which is a nonlinear function of the joint variables     

  '

:
(3.3)

Now, let us attach the arm to a mobile base, with the significant frames placed as shown in Fig. 3.1.
Adapting now (3.2) to the new layout, the following model would result:
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(3.4)

while (3.3) is modified to
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(3.5)

where, as shown in Fig. 3.1,  and  describe the position of the mobile platform’s reference point ,
in the world frame and



stands for its planar orientation. The vector  





is also referred to as

the posture of the mobile base. Would one now derive the differential kinematic model of a fixed-base
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arm, a system of linear equations would result, as in (B.2):

   

  
  

or element-wise:
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where   is the Jacobian matrix of the arm, containing the partial derivatives of '  with respect
to the joint velocities  . The vectors  and

stand for the end point’s linear and angular velocities,

respectively, while  describes the contribution of 

 to  and  gives   ’s share in

this principle to (3.5) would result in
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(3.8)

 
 



where the last three columns added to  represent the linear and angular velocity contributions of
the mobile base motion, resulting in an extended Jacobian matrix  . Note that even if   , the
addition of the platform created a kinematically redundant system, thus, motion planning would—as it
will be shown later—also require redundancy resolution. The scheme in (3.8) could be applied to the
case of omnidirectional mobile platforms right away. For nonholonomic platforms, however, one or
more additional constraints—the nonholonomic velocity constraints—apply which restrict the platform
motion, so that      



cannot assume any random value in  . For a unicycle type mobile base, as

the one depicted in Fig. 3.1 and the one used in the experiments, the following equality must hold:
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(3.9)

To solve the inverse differential kinematic problem, as defined by (3.8), for a nonholonomic case, one
would thus need to enforce one or more additional constraints on the solution, as it was shown by Pin et al.
[60] for the case of the FSP method. While this is a possible approach, it contradicts the redundancy resolution philosophy proposed in Subsection 2.2.3 (i. e. the split-constraint approach), as an unconstrained
solution to (3.8) would be kinematically invalid.
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To overcome this problem, a set of linear equations should be set up which already contains (3.9) in some
form. For this purpose, let us examine the posture kinematic model of the unicycle [19] which follows a
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(3.10)



where  and  are two velocity-like variables;  standing for the instantaneous linear velocity of the
platform’s reference point , (which is, due to the motion restriction, always parallel to the -axis of the
mobile base frame) and  representing the angular velocity of the platform, in our case identical to   .
Now, we could “plug” (3.10) into (3.8) and use  
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(3.11)





Aside from not using more variables than necessary, (3.11) offers the advantage that no further constraints
are needed and thus, an unconstrained solution with FSP or PNS would also comply with the platform’s
nonholonomy. However, it should be noted that the extended  in (3.11) is no more a true Jacobian
matrix, and care should be taken when it is used elsewhere than local motion planning. As the last step
of introducing this approach to differential kinematics, a specific scheme will now be given for realizing
the extended matrix for a mobile manipulator with a unicycle base. According to the naming conventions



 
  



of Fig. 3.1, equation (3.11) would become
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(3.12)




where the “*” in the upper left index refers to the world frame and  ,  are the  and  components
of the end point position in the arm base frame, respectively. It is also easy to recognize the linear and
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angular velocities of the mobile base by their effects. A positive linear velocity  always points in the
positive -direction of the mobile base frame, thus adds !







  to the end point motion in

world coordinates, while no rotation is added. The angular velocity  , if it is positive, adds   



to the TCP’s angular velocity in world coordinates and the amount added to the linear velocity can
be derived from a suitable cross product. The same kinematic model in end point coordinates can be
obtained in an analogous way:
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(3.13)




is the rotating part of the homogeneous transformation   . It should be noted that in (3.13),

the global posture of the platform is not represented. This gives rise to the assumption that local motion
planning based on the inverse differential kinematic solution can be realized without the self-localization
of the mobile base if the motion error is fed back by other means, such as sensors mounted on the end
effector.

3.2 Mobility and Manipulability—Suggested Construction Principles
3.2.1 End Point Motion Reserve
Since equations (3.12) and (3.13) follow the scheme    , the extended matrix still retains some
properties of a Jacobian matrix, such as the expression of the instantaneous velocity reserve, already
defined earlier as manipulability, expressed either as an ellipsoid in workspace (see Appendix B.1), or as
a scalar manipulability measure, as defined in (B.10).
Using the manipulability e. g. for preferable arm and platform postures during motion sequences,
the question arises which subsystems should be taken into account with respect to motion reserve. The
most obvious case is the manipulability of the entire robot, calculated using all rows and columns of
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Figure 3.2: Manipulability ellipsoids for the end point (linear velocity
reserve only) for: a) the entire robot, b) the arm alone, c) the arm plus
platform linear velocity and d) the arm plus platform angular velocity

the extended Jacobian matrix, as shown in (3.14), where TR. . . WP stand for the arm joints as listed in
Tab. A.1 while LV and AV denote linear and angular velocities of the mobile base, respecitvely. The
corresponding manipulability ellipsoid generated by this matrix is depicted in Fig. 3.2 a), in this case for
the arm configuration            . (Note that the ellipsoids shown are projections of
the complete six-dimensional workspace ellipsoid into the three-dimensional linear velocity space.)
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(3.14)



Maximizing the resultant manipulability of the entire robot or keeping it nonzero (singularity avoidance)
may, however, not suffice alone, recalling the “natural” strategy of ABC. In this scheme, motion errors of
the platform are compensated by the arm, which in turn must have sufficient motion reserve without the
platform contribution. All this suggests that for a local planning concept, also the manipulability of the
arm is important, without the contribution of the mobile base. For this, only the first eight columns of the
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Figure 3.3: Manipulability ellipsoids for the wrist center (linear
velocity reserve only) for: a) the entire robot, b) the arm alone
extended Jacobian matrix will be used (i. e. the arm’s original  ), as shown in Fig. 3.2 b) and equation
(3.15):
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(3.15)

As already addressed earlier in this work, our specific 8-DOF arm can be decomposed with respect to
linear and angular velocity, i. e. a full six-dimensional linear and angular velocity command for the end
point can be mapped onto a pure linear velocity command of the wrist center. Thus, we could also use the
linear velocity reserve of the arm’s first five joints in a specific form of  expressed for the wrist center
point  ( , in our case essentially the first 5 columns and first 3 rows of a complete  at   ):
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This would result in a manipulability ellipsoid as in Fig. 3.3 b), while taking the platform’s velocity
contribution into account as well, the result would look like Fig. 3.3 a). Using such a truncated model
can be justified by two observations. First, if an ABC scheme would directly optimize for manipulability
(as shown e. g. by Kang et al. [39]), the corresponding symbolic expression would be usually too complex
if the entire arm and all workspace dimensions were used. Second, numerous motion tasks leave little
freedom for the last three jonts (e. g. a door opening task where the wrist is horizontal all the time), so
that rotational reserve is at best a secondary concern.
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3.2.2 Platform Mobility
One aspect of resultant manipulability remains to be examined: the contribution of the mobile base.
Keeping the naming conventions, let us select a point  with the coordinates     in the reference frame of the mobile platform (whose origin is marked with , in Fig. 3.1) and let us observe the
corresponding differential kinematics. Without velocity constraints, we obtain
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(3.17)

is the orientation of the mobile base (see Fig. 3.1),  and  are the linear velocity of the

mobile base, while   is its angular velocity—with all these data expressed in the world frame, as shown
in Fig. 3.1. The resulting motion
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is also expressed in the world frame.1

This equation shows us that the linear velocity of the mobile base is directly transferred to the motion
of the selected point and the same can be said about pure rotation. However, the latter also results in
additional translation if  is not in the center of the mobile base frame. Applying now the nonholonomic
velocity constraint of a unicycle and using  and  as introduced in (3.10), equation (3.17) changes to
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(3.18)

Now, let us examine the mobility of the aforementioned point  , keeping in mind that later on, this will
be the base of the manipulator mounted on the mobile platform. It is assumed that the first arm joint is
revolute and has a vertical axis (as it is the case with the TR joint for our robot, and for numerous other
commonly used manipulators as well) and thus it would add the same rotational contribution to the arm


is of foremost interest. Keeping



(3.19)

        

(3.20)

as  . Therefore, the linear mobility reserve of point  , i. e.
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only these two coordinates, (3.18) can be rewritten as
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The upper left index of

 

       


 

 

,  ,  should set these apart from the unindexed

expressed in the platform frame.

and  , which are, as shown in Fig. 3.1,
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Figure 3.4: Mobility ellipses for different points in the mobile base reference frame
Observing the latter equations, an important conclusion can be drawn: Decreasing   or   would
equally diminish the translational effect of  . Furthermore, with   , the linear velocity reserve
of point  would be reduced to only one dimension, while for   , only a quantitative decrease of
the instantaneous mobility could occur. This is also demonstrated in Fig. 3.4, as mobility ellipses (again
omitting orientation or angular velocity) drawn around candidate points for  selected in a grid. As it
can be seen, decreasing   has little effect on the ellipses while diminishing   finally results in the
loss of a dimension. This observation is also verified by the fact that a unicycle cannot realize point
tracking if the reference point lies on (or above) the common axis of its differentially driven wheels (i. e.
the -axis of the platform reference frame in Fig. 3.1), as proved in [19] in detail.
From the perspective of the manipulator, the “natural” concept of arm and base coordination means
that the mobile platform moves the arm base into a preferred posture. It is straightforward that in such
a scheme, shrinking the available instantaneous motion reserve of the arm base would be kinematically
disadvantageous, therefore, the arm should be mounted on the mobile platform so that its base offset in
the -direction of the platform frame (i. e.  ) is not zero. Fig. 3.5 shows possible mobile manipulator
designs guided by this conclusion, assuming a mobile platform with two differentially driven wheels on
a common axis and a free-moving castor wheel, its pivot axis passing through the -axis of the mobile
base frame. Fig. 3.5 a) shows a robot which provides approximately the same free operating room for
the arm on both “front” and “rear” ends, while the arrangement in Fig. 3.5 b)—the actual robot used for
the tests—relieves the usually less massive castor wheel at the cost of unequal operating room for the
manipulator.
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Figure 3.5: Mobile manipulator designs with nonzero arm base offset 
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Figure 3.6: Resultant manipulability ellipsoids for various arm base offsets
One more, rather dramatic, effect of    remains to be mentioned which occurs if the arm is singular
while its TCP lies above the -axis of the mobile base frame. Would  be zero for our mobile manipulator, such a case would obviously occur for  

        



where  may be randomly

chosen. In this configuration, the arm’s velocity contribution disappears in the -direction of the mobile
base frame, and since the mobile platform adds no further velocity components in this direction, the
manipulability ellipsoid remains flattened, implying zero scalar manipulability as well. Fig. 3.6 a) shows
the result with respect to the resultant linear velocity reserve of the robot. Increasing the offset in 
gradually inflates the velocity ellipsoid, as shown in Fig. 3.6 b) and c). Note that the platform contribution can only compensate horizontal velocity deficiency and rotational restriction along the -axis of the
platform frame—therefore, certain cases of arm singularity cannot be alleviated by the platform at all.
While the case of a singular arm configuration is expressly avoided during arm and base coordination
and the mobile platform’s velocity reserve is not directly exploited to provide a prescribed end point
velocity, it is still advantageous to choose   , to forego higher transients which already occur in the
vicinity of critical configurations.
Also, it should be noted, that zero arm base offset would essentially create a “second TR joint”
(coaxial with our 8-DOF manipulator’s true TR joint), so that the differential kinematic equation (3.13)
would be modified to
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(3.21)






with the first and the last columns of the extended  being identical, due to the coaxiality of TR and
the fictitious revolute joint standing for the effect of  . For

     , on the other hand, the

two aforementioned columns would differ, as at least one offset component of the original (3.13) would
appear in the last column of  :
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(3.22)




This implies that for some redundancy resolution methods, a robot with zero arm base offset could
exhibit different behavior compared to one with nonzero offset—although it cannot be judged in advance
whether this is an advantage in general.

Chapter 4

Motion Planning of Mobile Manipulators
This chapter deals with the local motion planning of mobile manipulators, focusing primarily on robots
equipped with a unicycle type wheeled mobile base. Since “conventional” modes of operation (i. e. the
arm-only and platform-only cases) are of lesser interest and are well established in theory and practical
application, the main topic of this chapter is the simultaneous, coordinated motion of arm and mobile
base. First, generic ideas concerning arm and base coordination are discussed, followed by a suggested
algorithm to cope with the platform’s lower control bandwidth and possible motion errors. Furthermore,
the general scheme is adapted to the application of the PNS algorithm, and a modification of PNS itself
is introduced as well. Finally, simulation examples and test runs are shown to demonstrate the theory.

4.1 Coordinated Motion of Arm and Mobile Base
4.1.1 General Coordination Scheme
As mentioned before—also reffering to Yamamoto et al. [84, 85, 86]—the “natural” arm and base coordination scheme assigns two “complementary” tasks to platform and arm, respectively:
The mobile base approximately follows the arm motion and moves the arm base so that the manipulator is kept in a preferred configuration or an advantageous operating area in configuration
space. This should ensure enough motion reserve for the manipulator to cary out its dedicated task.
The arm, kept at an acceptable motion reserve, completes the end point positioning task and compensates possible motion errors of the platform.
While an omnidirectional mobile platform has three unrestricted kinematic degrees of freedom and imposes less difficulties on the realization of the coordination scheme, the nonholonomic kinematics of
83
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Figure 4.1: The “sliding door scenario”
restricted mobility robots (such as the unicycle in our case) is more of a challenge. For unicycles and
similar classes of mobile platforms (e. g. car-like robots), a wrong local choice of   can misguide the
platform. Yamamoto (also applying a unicycle, see [84]) solved the problem with a short-distance planner which produces a short elementary path in each platform planning cycle and drives the platform
along this trajectory. However, such a global planner is not always necessary. Would the approximate
motion requirements of a given task type be known, one could set up a local orientation control scheme,
such as one embedded in the PNS-based configuration control (see Section 2.2.6).
To this end, let us observe human motion. It is obvious that the bipedal human locomotion could
provide three unrestricted DOF in the horizontal plane, yet if longer distances have to be covered, humans
tend to act like a restricted mobility platform driven “nose forward” along the desired path. A good
example for such a scenario is opening a large sliding door, as shown in Fig. 4.1, where the platform is
positioned with its -axis parallel to the assumed TCP path in advance, and during the motion sequence,
the platform is driven parallel to the commanded end point trajectory. While here, a simple straightlined example is shown, it may also be applied to other cases where the curvature of the path does not
necessitate a more strict global planning or the additional smoothing of the platform path.
If it comes to covering a smaller operating area (as opposed to a long but one-dimensional path),
humans do exploit the omnidirectional reserve of bipedal locomotion—it is enough to think of handling objects standing by a workbench, a kitchen counter etc. The linear velocity reserve added by
restricted mobility platforms to the arm base is usually inferior to that of an omnidirectional robot (or
a human)—the two linear DOF, although present, differ significantly in magnitude. This is due to the
usually moderate arm base offset, necessary to preserve an acceptable weight distribution of the robot.
The component added by the linear velocity is usually large, and thinking of a straight-lined motion, it
can be granted for a longer distance. The reserve added by the angular velocity is smaller and can be
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Figure 4.2: The “workbench scenario”

exploited only locally, as a large rotation angle would turn the mobile base. Thus, there would be two
alternatives for a unicycle in the “workbench scenario:”
i. The 2-DOF reserve would be granted to the arm base, even at the cost of applying fast (and energyconsuming) turns to the mobile platform.
ii. A “prevailing orientation” of the platform could be chosen, depending on which direction can be
better compensated by the arm, as shown in Fig 4.2 a) and b).
Now, having examined possible application scenarios, it is possible to apply a local kinematic redundancy resolution algorithm to the robot, using  , the arm’s Jacobian matrix extended by the columns
of the platform contribution. Secondary motion preferences can be now applied to the platform’s linear
and angular velocities as well, to ensure a preferred behavior of the mobile base according to a given
application scenario.
However, treating the entire mobile manipulator in a unified way (i. e. sending the calculation results
of the redundancy resolution method directly to the servo level of the robot) may cause imprecise motion,
due to the much lower control bandwidth and possible motion errors of the mobile base. Therefore, a
two-step algorithm of Fig 4.3 should be applied. Here, a solution is first calculated for the entire robot
and the corresponding linear and angular velocity values are sent to the lower level controller of the
mobile base. This is done once in every platform cycle. Next, the actual velocities of the mobile base are
obtained which may differ significantly from the current velocity command. Now, a corrected motion of
the arm is calculated in an arm cycle. If the low control bandwidth of the mobile base implies a lower
sampling rate for the platform and a higher one for the arm, multiple arm cycles can be executed within
a platform cycle. In this case, the kinematic model is recalculated in every arm cycle to obtain higher
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Figure 4.3: Coordination scheme handling specific platform properties

precision. This separated treatment can thus handle the platform’s high inertia but it can also integrate
an independent platform control system (such as the navigation system by Lawitzky et al. [47]), e. g. to
avoid obstacles near the floor or such critical situations as castor wheels flipping over (see Bauer [14]).
The scheme presented here bears some resemblance to that of Yamamoto [84], since it treats the two
subsystems of the robot separately. However, Yamamoto applies an independent planner for the mobile
platform which does not necessarily facilitate the introduction of global criteria (i. e. those concerning
the entire robot).
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4.1.2 Fixed Platform Paths
Yamamoto [84] already pointed out the issue of orientation stability which is especially critical for unicycle platforms. The point tracking task requires the platform to move the arm base—with respect to
position—as prescribed to ensure a preferred arm configuration by an adequate arm base placement.
This can be performed with the arm base lying either ahead of the platform center ( " ) or behind
it ( ! ). From the arm’s point of view, it could be said that the arm’s configuration preferences
either pull ( " ) or push ( ! ) the platform. As the latter case is unstable for the point tracking
algorithm in [84], it would result in the mobile base “flipping over” along a cusp path—rarely a desired
phenomenon. Extending the saturated proportional control scheme of Fig. 2.13 to the platform orientation may work well for platform “pulling” tasks, yet the flipover could be hardly avoided in a “pushing”
motion—no one would endeavor to balance an inverted pendulum-like system with simple proportional
control.
However, there are some cases in which both pushing and pulling modes should exhibit stability with
respect to orientation, such as opening and closing doors. Also, cluttered environments may threaten the
platform’s collision avoidance with traps or unnecessary path meanders if the path planning only acts on
a local scale—even though a feasible globally planned trajectory may exist from which the arm could
still serve the envisaged manipulation area. These two application examples hint at one possible solution:
defining a fixed path, at least in a small local environment, and considering the platform’s motion along
this path instead of an independent  and  , as if the platform were a degenerate mobile robot. An
example scenario is depicted in Fig. 4.4.

Figure 4.4: Mobile base on a fixed path:

Figure 4.5: Mobile base on a fixed path:

an applicaion example

platform posture description
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While here, the velocity reserve introduced by the platform is essentially reduced to one dimension, this
may be still a legitimate solution if the manipulator’s workspace is large enough to compensate the loss
in the motion reserve of the mobile base. Also, the possible impairment of “reactive” motion skills—
a key issue in service robotics—can be kept within sensible bounds as long as an a-priori path of a
given task type can be modified “on the fly” (as demonstrated e. g. by the the elastic band approach of
Khatib et al. [41]). While the specific choice and realization of a suitable path planner is left to further
research, the kinematic consequences of a fixed mobile base path are discussed below.
As it can be seen in Fig. 4.5, the motion of the platform frame origin , can be described as a function
of a scalar parameter , the position      denoting the planar position of the platform frame
origin , belonging to a given , and the orientation

 

being the tangent to the path at      ,

for which the following equations apply:
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The component analogous to linear velocity can be obtained as
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(4.4)

and the corresponding angular velocity component is
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The ratio of linear to angular velocity returns the usual path curvature formula:
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Using the path parameter  instead of  
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(4.8)

unifies the last two columns of the extended Jacobian

matrix  (see (3.11)) with a linear combination:
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(4.9)



 , since the linear velocity of the platform introduces no further rotation. Solving (4.9)

returns     , where an optimization-based method such as PNS allows criteria and constraints for  as
it does for the remaining joint variables.

4.1.3 Applying PNS for Arm and Base Coordination
The PNS-based scheme can be applied to perform the necessary redundancy resolution in the arm and
base coordination algorithm. Additional configuration control can be realized as presented earlier in
Section 2.2.6 and Figs. 2.13–2.14. As previously mentioned, the extended  of (3.11) could be used
instead of the arm’s Jacobian matrix  , and the array of controllers could now be extended to platform
motion, modifying the velocity preference generation scheme (Fig. 2.13) as shown in Fig. 4.7:
For the linear velocity component  , a velocity feedforward could be realized, derived directly or
through low-pass filtering from the TCP velocity command, and
for the angular velocity component  , the usual saturated P-controller can be applied, which sets
the corresponding component of

(see (2.117)) so that the platform orientation maintains a given

angle relative to the horizontal component of the TCP velocity command.
Also, the original two-step algorithm of a platform cycle and one or more arm cycles (Fig. 4.3) can be
extended to accomodate the constrained optimization capabilities of PNS, as shown in Fig. 4.6. However,
one detail in the scheme should not escape our attention: the subsequent redudnancy resolution for the
entire robot and the arm would be done separately even if there is only one arm cycle within the platform
cycle. This implies that first, a singular value decomposition is done to the extended Jacobian matrix

 and then again to the arm’s Jacobian matrix  (i. e. a submatrix of the extended  ). Decomposing
these—usually large—matrices demands much in computing costs and therefore, the question arises
whether these two calculations could be combined for higher efficiency. First, let us define the following:
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Figure 4.6: Coordination scheme using a split-constraint solution algorithm
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Figure 4.7: Criterion generation for the entire mobile manipulator



manipulator DOF ( in our example)



workspace dimensions ( in our case)
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arm Jacobian matrix (  )
extended  for the entire robot (  )
orthonormal null space base vectors to  , as delivered by SVD
orthonormal null space base vectors for 

Upon performing the SVD on  , the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse  can be easily calculated and is

 . Assuming that the criteria (see (2.117)) have been

at our disposal, as are the null space base vectors
previously given with the corresponding  and



, the arm motion could now be calculated for any given

end point command. The question is whether these prerequisites also suffice to obtain a solution for the
entire robot. It is obvious that a particular solution for a given end point motion  can be given for the
entire robot without decomposing  again, since

   
 
 


  




(4.10)
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also satisfies the differential kinematic equation

   

(4.11)

The   calculated here is not a minimal-norm solution and is not equal to   but it could be used in
PNS, since the optimum of the criterion is independent of the specific choice of  as long as the latter
gives the same end point motion.
Next, the null space base vectors to  should be constructed. Since  is essentially  extended
by two extra columns, it is easy to see that all



 (as shown in the

obtained from the corresponding



definition) are orthonormal null space vectors for  . Now, two more null space base vectors—say,
and

' —should
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be chosen for a complete orthogonal base. For these, the following conditions must

apply:
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Since the last two components of all
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are zero, the orthogonality with

already with the first  components of the latter two vectors. As
orthonormal base of the null space of  , the first  components of
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must be ensured

comprise a complete

and
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cannot lie in the null

space of  and must be calculated with some nonzero (  ) vector  as  . Note that this applies
only if the arm itself is not singular, i. e.  has rank  and  can be calculated. Now, let us first meet
a preliminary choice for
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is the column of  corresponding to  . Therefore, if

the left, the first  components cancel out the
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is multiplied with  from

in component   , thus, it is indeed in the null space

of  . Now, let us consider the other null space vector, i. e.
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in a parametric form:

(4.14)
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Multiplying back with  , also this vector would turn out to be in the null space, whatever the parameter
- may be. Now, we should choose - so that
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become orthogonal:
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Introducing the definition
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and finally
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Having obtained -, the last vector
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(4.20)

'

in the orthogonal base can be generated. Scaling

'

and

'

down with their respective norms, a full orthonormal base for the null space of  is given and thus,
the optimization procedure in PNS can be performed on the entire robot as well, without noteworthy
numerical deterioration. Again, it should be stressed that the method presented here is only practicable
for non-singular arm configurations—this is, however, assumed to be maintained by a properly parameterized arm and base coordination. Should a singularity still occur, a damped least-squares inverse or
a similar substitute can be used instead of  which, however, causes minor numerical deviations in
'

and

' .

It is left to further research whether the resulting inaccuracy in the robot’s motion remains

within acceptable bounds. The resulting final algorithm, inserted into the arm and base coordination
scheme, is shown in Fig. 4.8.
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Figure 4.8: Coordination scheme using split-constraint PNS and combined solution calculation
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4.2 Application and Experiments
The arm and base coordination algorithm was implemented in C/C++ and successfully tested both in
simulations and in real-time applications on the mobile manipulator at Siemens Corporate Technology
IC6 in Munich, Germany. First, the modified FSP method with separated constraints was applied for redundancy resolution which was later replaced by PNS, also in the split- constraint arrangement, enhanced
by “symptomatic” singularity handling as described earlier in (2.139).

Simulations
In the first group of simulations shown here, the task was a straight-lined TCP motion covering a longer
distance, comparable with the “sliding door scenario” in Fig. 4.1. A preferred arm configuration was
determined using the inverse kinematic solution method of Section 2.1 and an array of saturated proportional controllers was applied to generate the velocity preferences for the arm. As for the platform, a
similar proportional controller produced the component of the criterion reference vector corresponding
to platform angular velocity, so as to align the platform parallel to the commanded path. The following
preferences were used for the same commanded TCP motion:
Case 1: No preferences, equivalent to plain pseudoinverse (uniform local minimization of all transients).
Case 2: Configuration preferences set for the first 5 arm joints and platform orientation, with the transients of the remaining joints locally minimized.
Case 3: Configuration preferences set for all arm joints and platform orientation.
Case 4: Configuration preferences set for the three wrist joints and platform orientation, with the transients of the remaining joints locally minimized.
Observing Figs. 4.9–4.12, it can be seen that the platform, aligned perpendicularly to the commanded
path at the start, was aligned parallel to the path within the first few hundred motion steps. This is true
even for the first case (plain transient minimization), due to the “pulling effect” exerted on the arm base.
However, an examination of the manipulability of the entire robot and of important subsystems sheds
light on major differences. Fig. 4.13 shows the manipulability for all six workspace dimensions and for
the entire robot in motion steps 1 through 1000, while Fig. 4.14 shows the linear manipulability of the
wrist center point including the platform contribution. As it can be seen, highest resultant manipulability
at the end point is achieved if the first five arm joints and the platform orientation are handled by the
motion preferences (case 2), while the second best result is, interestingly, reached with plain transient
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minimization (case 1). The worst result appears if the additional configuration control is applied to all
arm joints (case 3), and setting criteria for the wrist joints alone (case 4) is only slightly better regarding
resultant manipulability.
The arm manipulability without the contriution of the mobile base shows a totally different behavior,
as depicted in Fig. 4.15 for the entire arm and all workspace dimensions at the TCP, and in Fig. 4.16
for the linear motion reserve at the wrist center only. It is quite clear that plain transient minimization
(case 1), reminiscent of dragging an unactuated robot by the end point, stretches the arm which thus
gradually loses its motion reserve. Setting criteria for some or all arm joints (cases 2–4) maintains high
arm manipulability throughout the motion—the latter three cases exhibit similar behavior, though it may
vary from case to case which one is slightly better in a given task.
Summarizing these simulations, it can be concluded that for the given task of long straight-lined
motion, the configuration control of the first five arm joints (i. e. all minus the last three wrist joints) and
the platform orientation brought the best total results: for case 2, the highest resultant manipulability
was achieved for the entire robot and the motion reserve of the manipulator was kept high as well.
In another simulation, the end point had to trace two perpendicular path pieces while the mobile base
was confined to a fixed path. In the motion sequence shown in Fig. 4.17, a circular path with a radius
of 0.6m was allowed for the mobile base which, together with the motion task shown in Fig. 4.17, is
reminiscent of manipulating objects on a table while the platform steers clear of the table legs.
As it can be seen, the mobile base followed the prescribed parameterized path. In various phases of
the motion sequence, the platform moved both forward and backward without experiencing the orientation flipover phenomenon.

Practical Application
The arm and base coordination scheme was also implemented on the experimental mobile manipulator
where it was applied as a basic motion skill in various service robotic experiments. These included
human- guided motion where the end point velocity command was derived from the forces measured
in the gripper-mounted sensors. Opening a door was another, more important, benchmark task (see
Fig. 4.18). Here, the mobile base moved along a fixed straight-lined path while the end point motion was
again sensor-guided—force data and tactile information from the gripper were used to identify the radius
of the door and determine the correct end point velocity command. During these tasks, motion errors
were fed back through force or tactile signals from the gripper, thus not relying on self-localization data
of the platform’s navigation system.

4.2. APPLICATION AND EXPERIMENTS

Figure 4.9: Simulated motion sequence, case 1: uniform transient minimization

Figure 4.10: Simulated motion sequence, case 2: configuration control for first 5 joints
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Figure 4.11: Simulated motion sequence, case 3: configuration control for all joints

Figure 4.12: Simulated motion sequence, case 4: configuration control for wrist joints only

4.2. APPLICATION AND EXPERIMENTS

Figure 4.13: Full workspace manipulability for the TCP including platform contribution

Figure 4.14: Linear velocity reserve for the wrist center including platform contribution
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Figure 4.15: Full workspace manipulability for the TCP without platform contribution

Figure 4.16: Linear velocity reserve for the wrist center without platform contribution

4.2. APPLICATION AND EXPERIMENTS

Figure 4.17: Motion task with a fixed platform path
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Figure 4.18: Opening a door with sensor-guided arm and base coordination

Summary
The research work presented in this Ph. D. thesis focuses on two classes of robots: redundant manipulators which have more kinematic degrees of freedom than workspace dimensions, and mobile manipulators which consist of a wheeled mobile base and one or more manipulators mounted on it.

Thesis Group 1
I have generalized the redundancy handling algorithm of Dahm et al. [23] for the case of an 8-DOF
robot which also contains a prismatic joint. I have developed a systematic method to find the manifolds
of singular configurations. Publications covering this topic: [1, 2, 3]. See also Chapter 1.
1.1
The generalized redundancy handling algorithm expresses the manipulator’s redundancy with two suggestive parameters: a “virtual elbow angle” and the position of the prismatic joint. These two variables
strongly affect the manipulability measure; teherfore, I have developed a manipulability map for their
adequate real-time determination. Using simple rules, the algorithm allows the early indication and
avoidance of the robot’s collision with its own segments. I have shown that the positioning part of a full
position and orientation task can be further decomposed if one of the first two joints is revolute and the
other is prismatic, while their axes are collinear. In this case, the manipulability map determining the
advantageous virtual elbow and prismatic joint values has only one independent parameter.
1.2
Based on a geometric/kinematic perspective, I have proposed a classification of a given 8-DOF arm’s
singularities.
a) In the first group of singular configurations, the first 5 joints of the arm do not guarantee a full threedimensional motion reserve for the linear velocity. I have presented a method which determines
the specific directions in Cartesian space, along which the motion reserve can be exhausted. I have
shown that 4 independent manifolds exist for the singularities caused by the first 5 joints.
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b) The second group of singularities contains the cases where the “wrist” is singular. A dimension
loss in the rotatory motion reserve of the last 3 joints does not imply the singularity of the entire
robot (as opposed to non-redundant manipulators), since a revolute joint of the proximal five joints
could still recover the lost dimension of motion reserve. I have given a two-step constructive
method for the determination of such cases. I have proved that for a singular configuration of the
last 3 joints, 6 separate configuration manifolds exist, for which the entire arm is singular.

Thesis Group 2
I have proved that the FSP (Full Space Parameterization) algorithm proposed by Pin [55] for the inverse
differential kinematic problem of redundant (mobile or non-mobile) robots returns critical results in specific cases, and I have presented further improvement of the method for such cases. I have proved that the
FSP method can be—without a significant increase of computing costs—decomposed to an unconstrained
solution and a correction term enforcing the constraints. I have developed a new algorithm (PNS, Parameterization through Null Space) for the optimization problem handled by FSP which is numerically more
robust than FSP and has a modular structure. I have set up a new method for the local motion planning of
redundant robots which keeps the robot near a preferred configuration during motion and ensures continuous acceleration even upon encountering joint limits. Publications covering this topic: [4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10].
See also Chapter 2.
2.1
I have proved that the FSP-method of Pin [55] is affected by numerical problems in two cases. I have
presented new solutions to overcome both types of problems:
a) I have proved that in its original layout, the numerical robustness of FSP can be also impaired if the
robot—as a whole—is far from singularities yet one of the selected subsystems is nearly singular
and the norm of the corresponding  solution vector becomes dominant. This imposes numerical
difficulties on further optimization steps. To avoid this shortcoming, I have extended the original
FSP by a rescaling step which diminishes the critical configuration areas susceptible to the above
failure.
b) I have proved that FSP is, in its original form, unable to handle zero end point velocity commands
(which does not imply zero joint velocity for redundant robots). To circumvent this problem, I
have given a new solution space for zero velocity commands which composes the null space of
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the robot’s Jacobian matrix  with solution vectors  obtained for a fictitious nonzero prescribed
velocity:
 







    






  






  



             

For the application of the modified FSP algorithm, I have developed a method for switching over
at zero/nonzero velocity command boundaries.

2.2
I have proved that it is possible to split up—without a significant raise in computing costs—the optimization algorithm of FSP to an unconstrained optimum and a correction term whose addition to the
unconstrained part ensures the constraints. I have presented a new layout of FSP according to this decomposition and demonstrated its importance for cases where the robot performs a motion series near a
danger zone whose handling necessitates constraints.
2.3
I have developed a new method (PNS, Parameterization through Null Space) to solve the inverse differential kinematic problem of redundant robots. The new method solves the optimization problem already
addressed with FSP, however, the more robust PNS does not encounter the numerical problems of FSP.
The method’s modular structure allows further enhancement as well. I have developed an extended version of PNS which includes additional surveillance and handling of singularities without a noteworthy
raise of computing time.
PNS obtains the solution, similarly to gradient projection, as the sum of a particular term  and a
homogeneous term   :

                
The minimum-norm particular part of the form      is calculated using the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse of the Jacobian matrix, while the homogeneous part is a linear combination of the null space
base vectors to , optimizing a criterion given for the entire solution and complying with the constraints,
also set for the entire solution. The pseudoinverse and the null space base vectors are obtained with the
singular value decomposition (SVD), as shown in Fig. 5.1, delivering as a by-product the scalar manipulability measure for the given configuration, calculated as the product of singular values. The criteria
and constraints used by PNS are defined for the entire solution (      ), and are identical in form
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Figure 5.1: Schematic structure of PNS
to those used with FSP:




 

 



     

 



   

I have proved that the optimization performed in PNS can be executed by a closed formula. In the
split-constraint decomposition I have already introduced for FSP, the optimization in PNS consists of the
following steps:
I. Unconstrained optimum:

!    
"        
 !



"

II. Correction term to enforce the constraints:

     !  "     
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 !

 

The solution is then comprised of the following:

       



The method avoids the aforementioned problems of FSP, since it can handle zero velocity commands
and it is not sensitive to near-singular subsystems. I have shown that due to the application of SVD,
the condition numbers encountered in the optimization part of PNS are much better than those in FSP;
therefore, even those configuration areas can be approached with more safety where the properties of the
entire robot deteriorate.
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I have augmented PNS with a new function which cannot be built into FSP. The extension allows an
easy handling of singular configurations without noteworthy raise in computing costs. In this method,
those singular values of the Jacobian matrix are inspected which do not belong to the null space of

. Since the pseudoinverse  is calculated using the reciprocals of these singular values, they are
kept above a predefined limit by a quadratic function if they would sink below a given threshold. This
ensures that no component of the joint velocity transcends a given value while joint acceleration remains
continuous in time.
2.4
I have proved that gradient projection is equivalent to a special case of optimization where  of the
quadratic criterion is an identity matrix and the reference vector for the joint space motion preference is
 # . Thus, the optimization-based FSP and PNS methods can be considered a generalization of

gradient projection where departure from    means the non-uniform weighting of the joint velocity
components (if  is diagonal) or an arbitrary linear transformation of configuration space (any  which
does not cause rank loss), while optimization constraints of the linear equality type can be prescribed as
a further extension possibility.
2.5
I have developed a new algorithm for the local motion planning of redundant robots which—utilizing
FSP or PNS—executes a given Certesian motion command and brings/keeps the robot near a preferred
configuration. The method guarantees continuous joint acceleration in time and is also able to handle
joint limits.
a) For driving the robot towards a preferred configuration, I have developed a solution using a control
engineering principle. To each component of the joint velocity vector, a fictitious control loop is
assigned where the difference between preferred and actual configuration is treated as a control
difference and the controller output is the corresponding component of the

reference vector in

the quadratic criterion (see Fig. 5.2).
b) For joint limit surveillance and handling, I have developed a new scheme which determines the
modification of the unconstrained joint motion with the introduction of constraints in the optimization. The surveillance strategy can be expressed in a rule base which checks the following
condition for the components of joint space to be kept track of:
 !    !     "    "  
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where  is the upper limit of the danger zone assigned to the lower end of the joint range while
 is the lower end of the upper danger zone in an analogous way. Should such a condition apply

for a joint, its original unconstrained velocity is scaled down by a quadratic function which keeps
the joint from leaving its permitted range, while joint acceleration remains continuous in time.
The complete scheme of the motion planning algorithm, including controllers and rule base, can
be seen in Fig. 5.3.

Figure 5.2: Controllers for approaching a preferred configuration

Figure 5.3: Scheme of the complete motion planner
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Thesis Group 3
I have developed a differential kinematic model for mobile robots consisting of a unicycle type mobile
platform and an arm mounted thereon, which also includes the nonholonomic constraints. Therefore,
the model guarantees that the constraints do not have to be taken into account separately while solving
the inverse differential kinematic problem. Using this model, I have determined the most advantageous
placement of the arm’s base with respect to the coordinated motion of arm and mobile base. I have
developed a new two-step algorithm for the arm-base-coordination which allows the definition of global
motion criteria for the entire robot, yet it also takes the differing properties of arm and mobile base into
account. Publications covering this topic: [5, 6, 7]. See also Chapters 3–4.
3.1
I have derived a new differential kinematic model for an important class of mobile robots, comprised
of a unicycle type wheeled mobile base and an -DOF arm. The model unifies the description of
the manipulator (  

 

) and that of the mobile base (   ( #) by adding further

columns to the arm’s Jacobian matrix which already take the nonholonomic properties of the mobile base
into account. For the Cartesian motion of the arm’s end point (in its own frame) the following model was
thus obtained:
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where  is the linear velocity of the mobile platform,  is the angular velocity, while  and

are

the linear and angular velocities of the end point, respectively. The upper left index denotes in which
frame the given expression is interpreted,  is the orientation part of the homogeneous transformation
referred to in the lower right index. The meaning of the variables is also shown in Fig. 5.4.
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Figure 5.4: Schematic layout of a mobile manipulator

I have derived two important consequences of the above model:
a) I have proved and demonstrated through practical realization, that local motion planning can be
carried out without relying on the (usually less precise and lagging) self-localization of the mobile
base.
b) I have proved that the “natural” arm-base-coordination principle can exploit the kinematic reserve
of the mobile base to the highest degree if the base of the manipulator is not mounted above the
common axis of the platform’s differentially driven wheels (i. e. the -axis of the usual platform
frame), since any point above this axis loses a dimension of mobility.

3.2
I have developed a new algorithm for the local planning of the simultaneous coordinated motion of
arm and mobile base. The two-step procedure allows the introduction of motion criteria for the entire
robot, but it also takes different properties of arm and mobile base into account. One step of the method
consists of a “platform cycle” wherein an “arm cycle” is performed once or multiple times, as required
by control bandwidth differences between arm and platform. The algorithm first plans the motion of the
entire mobile robot (locally, for the current motion step), then it determines the velocity command for the
platform’s own differential controller. Hereafter, expecting a relatively “sluggish” platform motion, the
arm velocities are corrected (once or multiple times within a platform cycle) taking into consideration
the actual platform velocities. The schematic structure of the algorithm is shown in Fig. 5.5.
I have presented a realization of the algorithm where PNS is used for the required redundancy resolution. To achieve higher computational efficiency, I have adapted the original PNS algorithm to the
circumstances of the coordination algorithm.
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The theoretical results were successfully tested in simulations, using the kinematic and differential kinematic models of a unicycle type mobile base and an 8-DOF manipulator. Experiments were carried out
on a mobile manipulator having the same kinematic and differential kinematic properties. The successful
test runs were mainly benchmark tasks for service robotic application where the motion commands were
compiled from sensor data and partial a-priori knowledge of the operating environment.

Figure 5.5: Scheme of the arm-base-coordination method

Appendix A

Kinematic Modeling of Manipulators
A.1

Terminology and Modeling Methods

The most fundamental question in robot control is the position and orientation of a specified point of the
robot (usually the end point) when given values are assumed for the joints (i. e. in a given configuration).
The end point’s position and orientation can be described by a spatial relationship of two coordinate
systems (hereafter frames); the base frame attached to the robot’s base (i. e. the environment, if a fixed
base is assumed) and the end effector frame, as shown in Fig. A.1.

Figure A.1: Base and end point frames of a manipulator
This relationship can be expressed by the position and orientation of the end effector frame relative to the
base frame (three coordinates for the position and further three for the orientation), or by a homogeneous
transformation  . Given a point in the end effector frame, the latter transformation can be used to
i
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express it in the base frame.  is a    matrix and the point is represented by a   column vector
whose last element is , as shown in the following equation:
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(A.1)

(A.2)

where the upper left index denotes the frame in which the given point is expressed. The elements of the





 
    
 
  






transformation matrix in (A.2) can be further grouped as follows:

 





































 














  












(A.3)



(A.4)

(A.5)

where the orthogonal    matrix  is referred to as the rotating part of the transformation, representing the orientation of the end point frame with respect to the base frame, and  is the position of
the end point frame’s origin, as expressed in base coordinates.

 can be obtained for open-chain rigid-link manipulators if the spatial relationship of the robot’s
neighboring segments is determined joint-wise, and subsequent elementary transformations are multiplied. This is facilitated by the Denavit-Hartenberg scheme which gives a convention for the frame
placement of the robot’s segments, along with a formula for the resulting elementary transformation.
In Fig. A.2, the layout of the Denavit-Hartenberg notation is shown. As it can be seen, an -DOF
manipulator has  segments (or links, numbered from 0, numbering shown in rectangular boxes) with a
frame attached to each,  joint axes (numbered from 0, shown in rounded boxes) and  joint variables
( , numbered from 1), either revolute or prismatic. The frames are determined in a recursive way. The


 -axis passes through axis



 which, for the revolute case, is the rotation axis for the joint variable 

while in the prismatic case,  effects a shift along it. To determine the  -axis, the transversal line to the
axes



 and



is taken, which, perpendicular to both, connects them through the shortest distance. The
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Figure A.2: Scheme of the Denavit-Hartenberg notation
origin of the frame attached to link  is the intersection point of the transversal line with  . Analogously
to



 and



  -axis has the direction of  . The “elementary” transformation between frames  

and  is a concatenation of two rotations and two translations as follows.
First, 


 is rotated around

 with  , so that the result lies parallel to the transversal between



 and  , pointing towards  . If



 is revolute, its motion is realized by  ; this is referred to as the -

th joint variable, or  . Next, a shift with  along



 follows. If the joint is prismatic,  is traditionally

taken as the joint variable  . Hereafter, a translation with  along the transversal is performed, which
already gives the origin of frame . Now, only one more rotation around  with # is left; this brings
the shifted image of



 to  . Thus, the transformation between two neighboring segments   and

 can be characterized by four parameters:

,

 ,  and # . Expressing this transformation

  with

subsequent rotating and shifting matrices, one would obtain the following:
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where  stands for !

,



stands for 

and so on. The transformation  & for an -DOF



manipulator is then given with

 &          
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(A.7)

&

where   is the transformation between the base frame and “frame ” of the manipulator, and 

&

is

the transformation between the last segment’s frame and the end effector frame. The base and the end
point are often defined so that both   and 

&

become identity matrices and can be omitted from

the actual calculation. Keeping equation (A.6) in mind, it is easy to see that  

is a function of the

joint values      . This dependency, referred to as the solution to the forward kinematic problem,
expresses the position and orientation of the robot’s last segment (or end point, in many cases) as a
function of the joint variables:
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For a specific robot, the symbolic expression for   as obtained by (A.6–A.7), can often be simplified.
If e. g. two revolute joints  and  always have parallel axes



 and  , their corresponding



and



appears as a sum or difference in   . Similarly, parallel prismatic joints also simplify the symbolic
description.

A.2

Kinematic Model of the 8-DOF Manipulator

The mobile manipulator used in the tests consists of a mobile base, an 8-DOF manipulator, a parallel jaw
gripper and a pan-tilt head. For the kinematics of manipulation, the 8 segments of the arm are relevant.
The base frame was placed into the origin of the mobile platform’s reference frame, from which the











arm’s frame  with  ,  and  is derived with an offset of  in  -direction:



 

   

  




 
  




(A.9)

The end effector frame is identical with frame , therefore & is an identity matrix. The DenavitHartenberg parameters of the arm joints and segments are described in Tab. A.1.
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Type

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

R
T
R
R
R
R
R
R

Name

D-H params.

TR, Tower rotate
TL, Tower lift
SH, Shoulder
UA, Upper arm
EL, Elbow
LA, Lower arm
WT, Wrist tilt
WP, Wrist pan





0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0





0



0














#

0







v
Length params.

0.365

–0.27

–0.322

–0.33
  0.15

0

Table A.1: Kinematic parameters of the robot.

Figure A.3: Arm frames within the mobile manipulator.

all angles are in rad,
all lengths are in m
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Fig. A.3 shows a simplified wireframe representation of the robot’s segments (plus mobile base and
gripper jaws) with the corresponding frames at zero rotation for revolute joints and nonzero translation
for the prismatic joint. Since some axes of neighboring frames appear identical in Fig. A.3, another
configuration is shown in Fig. A.4 with           . It can be seen
that the manipulator bears some resemblance to a human arm. This explains the names of the joints
and segments. In further parts of this work, the joints of the arm will be referred to with these names,
primarily for better visualization.

Figure A.4: Arm frames within the mobile manipulator.
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It is also obvious that no rotational axis of this 8-DOF arm is parallel to another, except for a set of
special configurations. Therefore, the general symbolic expression of the transformation matrices cannot
be simplified in the usual way of adding or subtracting joint angles of parallel axes. With this robot, also
the separate generation of transformations between neighboring segments and their subsequent multiplication (as implemented for practical application) is a fully “legitimate” procedure, since it does not result
in otherwise avoidable loss of numeric precision or computational speed.

Appendix B

Differential Kinematics
B.1 The Differential Kinematic Model
B.1.1

Derivation of the Model

As previously shown, the kinematic model of a manipulator expresses the relation between the robot’s
joint values (configuration) and the position/orientation of a specific point of the arm, mostly the end
point. This can be represented by a transformation matrix whose elements depend on the joint variables—
more generally spoken, the position and orientation of the end point are a nonlinear function of the joint
variables:

  ' 

(B.1)

where  represents the position and orientation coordinates of the end point, while the index of '
stands for “direct” or “forward” kinematics. Would one now wish to obtain a similar relationship between
workspace velocities of the end point and joint velocities, a local linearization of ' with respect to the


 

joint variables could be taken. This is referred to as the differential kinematic model:

 





(B.2)

Assuming an -dimensional workspace and an -DOF manipulator,  keeps the dimensionality of  (an


vector), as does the size of  remain the same as  (i. e.   ), while , the robot’s Jacobian

matrix for the configuration , is an    matrix. Usually,  is subdivided into a linear velocity 
(the first 3 coordinates of  in case of a full 3-dimensional Cartesian space as workspace) and an angular
velocity

(another 3 coordinates, representing the rotation within the same Cartesian space). According

to the mathematical definition,  contains the partial derivatives of ' with respect to the components
of . However, the partial derivatives have, in this case, another specific meaning:
ix
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(B.3)

refers to the origin of frame , i. e. the motion of that point is described. The

columns of the matrix represent the contribution of the corresponding joint’s velocity to the Cartesian
velocity, i. e.  and



express 

 ’s effect (      ). The rows of  stand for the corresponding

coordinates of the workspace, it is thus easy to see that the  vectors ( each, in the full 3-dimensional
case) express the linear velocity and the angular velocity.
Two basic approaches are known to obtain the differential kinematic model of (B.2)—essentially the
Jacobian matrix —as explained e. g. in [45, 19]. First, one could determine the (nonlinear) kinematic
model of the robot in a symbolic form and take the appropriate partial derivatives. This method is referred
to as the analytical Jacobian matrix. The geometrical Jacobian matrix, on the other hand, is produced by
a simple algorithm which, using the specific properties of the Denavit-Hartenberg notation, only needs
the following set of homogeneous transformations describing the manipulator (assuming an -DOF
robot):
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Recalling now the notation (A.4) and decomposing the transformation  into













one would obtain the corresponding column vectors  and



(B.5)
within the Jacobian matrix 

as

follows (see [45, 19] for a detailed proof). For revolute joints, the translatory components  are given
by the cross products below, where ) denotes a unit vector on the -axis of frame , and the upper left
index in

 means that  is expressed in frame . The rotatory components are obtained much

easier, since only a rotation about the aforementioned -axis occurs during the motion of the given joint:
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A prismatic joint only introduces a translatory motion in the -direction of the th frame:
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Having determined the necessary  and
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vectors, the Jacobian matrix  is assembled as follows:



   

 



(B.8)

The method in (B.6–B.8) was applied for the previously described 8-DOF manipulator. In this specific
case, the transformations between neighboring links are obtained first:

  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  , 
Hereafter, the necessary transformations (i. e.  ) are generated by subsequent numeric multiplication.
This procedure can optionally deliver the intermediate Jacobian matrices     ! , which can be used
e. g. for the calculation of virtual forces applied during obstacle avoidance [11].
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B.1.2

Manipulability, Singular Configurations

As previously shown, the robot’s Jacobian matrix expresses the contribution of each joint to the end
point motion. In robot control, one may be often concerned about the motion reserve of the manipulator,
either in terms of the distance to a given joint limit, or with respect to the maximal velocity which can
be exerted in the workspace. While the former can be easily checked, the latter needs the help of the
differential kinematic model.
A quantitative measure, the manipulability was introduced by Yoshikawa [89] as follows. Let us
assume a unit (hyper)sphere in the space of joint velocities. Transforming this set into the workspace

*

+

  

with the Jacobian matrix, we obtain the manipulability ellipsoid:1
 

  



  

(B.9)

While this (hyper)ellipsoid gives information about the velocity reserve in various directions of the
workspace, in some cases, a scalar expression would be more preferred. This can be realized by the



scalar manipulability measure, related to the volume of the ellipsoid:


  

(B.10)

The relationship between the Jacobian matrix and manipulability can be well visualized using the singular value decomposition (SVD) of  (see [62, 64] for further details). Here, the Jacobian matrix is
decomposed to the product of three matrices:

  

(B.11)

where the columns of  and  are orthonormal and  contains the singular values  in its main
diagonal. For -DOF nonredundant manipulators (i. e.   ), all matrices are   , while for
redundant manipulators ( " ),  is   ,  is    and  is   .2 In this case, a full rank 
implies an   -dimensional null space, and along with this,    columns in  (not its transpose)
which span the null space. Would one now examine the remaining singular values and the corresponding
colums in , the following statements would hold [80]:
each non-nullspace  gives the length of a main half axis for the manipulability ellipsoid,
each # gives the direction to the main half axis represented by  .
1

The index in  stands for velocity ellipsoid as opposed to its dual, the force/torque ellipsoid.
Note that some algorithms, such as the method in [62], require that the number of columns does not exceed the number of
rows. In this case, an    Jacobian matrix with    can be extended by    rows of zeros to make it square. Such a
setup delivers an orthonormal , from which only those columns should be considered which do not belong to ’s null space.
The same should be done to the null space elements of .
2

Í

¦

Â
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Figure B.1: The manipulability ellipsoid and the singular values of  in a 2-DOF planar manipulator

With these properties, the manipulability ellipsoid can be constructed using  and . Moreover, even
the scalar manipulability measure can be expressed using the product of the singular values     
in the main diagonal of . Would now one track the singular values during the robot’s motion, some
configuration manifolds would occur where one or more singular values decrease and finally reach zero.
The latter also implies a manipulability ellipsoid completely flattened in at least one direction (and thus
the exhaustion of the velocity reserve), and a rank loss in . This is referred to as singularity or singular
configuration. Since such joint space manifolds impose a hindrance on the robot’s workspace motion,
they should be avoided during motion planning. To visualize the above phenomena, Fig. B.1 shows a
motion sequence of a 2-DOF planar manipulator. In the upper graph, the singular values of  are
tracked while the bottom row of pictures shows the robot’s skeleton in various motion phases, along with
the corresponding manipulability ellipsoid (uniformly scaled down with ) at its end point.
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B.2 Differential Kinematics of the 8-DOF Arm—Specific Results
B.2.1

Singularity-suspicious Manifolds for the Singular Wrist Case

The following list contains all possible combinations of the cases A. . . O from Tab 1.2 which contain
two or more non-candidate joints, i. e. ones which cannot compensate the rotational motion deficiency
for a singular wrist configuration (WT

  ). These configuration manifolds were examined one by

one for actual singularities, giving the independent singularity manifolds A1–A6 in Tab. 1.3
TR+SH
D & O:



SH

UA

EL





LA



Entirely covered by L1.
TR+UA
I:



SH

UA



EL

LA

EL

LA

Singularity occurs if
UA   (covered by L2) or if
  or if
EL   & UA  LA
  .
EL   & UA  LA
K:



SH

Singularity occurs if UA 
L:

SH

UA





 , i. e. when L1 occurs.



UA

EL

LA



Singularity occurs if
  & EL
  (covered by L2) or if
SH
  (covered by L3).
SH   & EL
M:

SH

UA

EL

0
LA


LA
UALA 



UA LA 



Singularity occurs if
EL   & UA    LA & LA           SH  or if
EL   & UA    LA & LA          SH SH .
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The entire manifold is singular, as already covered previously.
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All three cases are singular; the last two are covered by L4.
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Already covered by previous cases.
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No singularity occurs.
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The entire manifold is singular.
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Entirely covered by L2.
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EL
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B.2.2

Manipulability Maps

To give an example of the reduced workspace mapping, a manipulability map is presented in Figs. B.2–
B.7. Subsequent images correspond, as indicated, to different radial distance values for  , while the
orientation at  remained the same, as shown in the   matrix specified for each figure. The horizontal



axis of the manipulability map corresponds to #, varying between   and   , while the vertical axis

 and   , with  

represents  between 



   . As suggested before, a “left-handed”

configuration is used in all cases. The scalar manipulability measure for the purely linear motion reserve
at  is represented in a grayscale form; black corresponds to the lowest manipulability encountered
during the calculations (0.0111624) while white represents the highest one (0.2655035). The hatched
surfaces stand for configurations which cannot be realized—vertical lines refer to   being too high

while 45Æ hatches depict impossible configurations due to resricted shoulder kinematics.

Now, one could select one specific   # maximal manipulability couple for each figure (i. e.
for each radial distance




of  ), and either construct a lookup table from the discrete points of an

   # function or fit an approximation on them. However, the manipulability maps in Figs. B.2–

B.7 also allow further conclusions.
First, it is easy to see that the jagged gradient “terrain” with its numerous local extrema (see especially
Fig. B.4) may impose difficulties on purely gradient-based approaches. It may be therefore advantageous
to maintain a (possibly simplified) lookup table or a suitable equivalent to select a starting point for the
gradient search e. g. at the beginning of a motion sequence, while the starting point for the search in any
further motion step could be either the result found for the previous step (assuming that adjacent stages
of a motion series do not largely differ) or again a value taken from a lookup table.
Second, the maps can contribute to “rules of thumb” for positioning strategies. As it can be seen,
there is a “convenient” operating area with respect to

 , as the highest

manipulability values for the wrist

center  are encountered here. Moving  towards the TL/TR axis, the arm’s configuration becomes more
and more “cramped” (as it would also occur for a human arm), until even joint limits (such as with EL or
WT) may be encountered. Also, the offset in the virtual spherical joint TR+SH imposes more and more
restriction on the choice of # as  moves towards the TL/TR axis. Moving  away from the “tower,” the
limits in # gradually disappear, since simultaneously, the redundancy circle for  begins to shrink, which
eventually does no more confront the angle restrictions in the TR/SH joint. However, moving  away
also means stretching the arm, thus the manipulability decreases. This not only implies encountering the
singularity L4 at the workspace boundary—inner singularities can also occur, such as the near-singular
configuration pair in Fig. B.5, associated with manifold L3 in Tab. 1.3.
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Finally, it should be stressed that the maps shown here are only concerned with the linear velocity
reserve of  . A manipulability map for the linear and angular motion reserve at  would bring similar results (as shown in the Appendix for the orientation given in Figs. B.2–B.7), yet we should keep
in mind that further low manipulability areas are to be expected when WT   is approached (more
exactly, when one of the manifolds A1–A6 of Tab. 1.3 is near). These singularities make it necessary to
include the orientation of the end effector into the manipulability map, giving altogether four dimensions
for the reduced workspace. Since this implies a much more demanding map construction (either in a
lookup table form or as an approximating function), a “mixed strategy” seems sensible: a low-dimension
map (optionally derived from “slices” of a complete map superimposed) delivers starting points for a
gradient-based search, and the search itself is executed then for a specific prescribed position/orientation
of the TCP. A gradient-based search is, however, associated with the on-the-spot calculation of the scalar
manipulability—a matrix operation with high computational costs. Therefore, although both the a-priori
maps and a properly designed gradient search method can avoid major drawbacks of resolved-motion
methods (see Machado [26] for details), the specific requirements of a given motion task (i. e. real-time
motion planning or a-priori path generation) determine the preferred parameterization approach for 
(or  ) and #. Also, since the redundancy resolution method presented here is by its nature a plain
position algorithm, further surveillance is necessary if maximal joint velocities and accelerations are a
concern during a motion sequence.
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Figure B.2: Manipulability map for

Figure B.3: Manipulability map for
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Figure B.4: Manipulability map for

Figure B.5: Manipulability map for
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Figure B.6: Manipulability map for

Figure B.7: Manipulability map for



 



 

Appendix C

Mobile Robots
C.1

Terminology and Modeling

For the class of wheeled mobile robots dealt with in this thesis, following properties are assumed:
The mobile platform consists of a rigid cart and wheels mounted thereon, so that either the wheel
axes or the wheel pivot axes (for steering wheels and castor wheels) retain a fixed arrangement
within any frame attached to the mobile platform.
The wheels are non-deformable and maintain a single contact point on the floor.
The floor is assumed to be a horizontal plane, so that the posture of the mobile base is only
comprised of two position coordinates and one planar orientation coordinate, as marked with

 

 





in Fig. C.1.

For conventional wheels (i. e. fixed, steering or castor wheels), pure rolling constraints apply parallel to the wheel’s plane and non-slipping constraints apply orthogonal to the former direction.
For Swedish wheels, the direction in which the contact point velocity is zero always lies at a
constant angle with respect to the wheel plane, which is expressed in a special rolling constraint.
While this angle may vary from wheel to wheel, it remains constant for a given wheel.
The robot used in this thesis is equipped with a unicycle type mobile platform with two independently
driven wheels sharing the same axis and a free-moving castor wheel, as shown in Fig. C.1 in a simplified
representation. From here on, all formulae will specifically deal with the unicycle—for a more general
description concerning all classes of wheeled mobile robots, the reader is referred to [19].
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Figure C.1: Schematic layout of a unicycle type mobile robot

The kinematic description of the mobile robot begins with the description of the wheels and the contact
points with the floor. The fixed wheel, as shown in Fig. C.2, has a fixed axis with respect to the platform,

&

'

thus the rolling constraint—parallel to the wheel plane—takes shape as


&

(

( *

*

*



'



 

.

 

(C.1)

while the non-slipping constraint orthogonal to the wheel plane is

The    rotation matrix 

(

*







( *
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(C.2)

takes the robot’s planar orientation into account and is defined as

 























(C.3)

A castor wheel can rotate its axis about a fixed vertical pivot. Its horizontal projection is depicted in
Fig. C.3 as point  , lying at a constant distance  from the wheel axis. In this case, the constraints (C.1)

&

and (C.2) are modified, respectively, to
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*
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(C.4)
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(C.5)

Having once obtained the description of the wheels, a kinematic model of the mobile platform can be
assembled by bundling the constraints into two groups of equations; the first standing for the rolling
constraints and the second for the non-slipping ones:
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Figure C.2: Schematic representation of a fixed wheel

Figure C.3: Schematic representation of a castor wheel

Figure C.4: Kinematic parameters of the unicycle type mobile robot
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(C.6)

 

(C.7)

Here, the configuration of the robot is comprised of the posture coordinates



  





, the

 (specifically for our robot, the orientation / of the castor wheel), and the
  (in our case, the rotation angles for the two fixed wheels and the castor

orientation coordinates
rotation angles

 

wheel, respectively). For our specific robot (see also Fig. C.4), the matrices in (C.6–C.7) are defined as
follows:
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(C.10)

(C.11)

Since the non-slipping constraints for the wheel contact points are expressed in (C.7), it can be expected
that mobility restrictions of the mobile base can be deuced from (C.7). Indeed, as proved in [19] in detail,
the degree of mobility is defined using a submatrix of * / , specifically for our unicycle as:
Æ

   * 



  #*

(C.12)

where  refers to the null space of the given matrix. As it can be seen, the unicycle has a mobility of
Æ

 , i. e. the distribution , of possible velocities   at any given instant  is two-dimensional:
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,  $ !% 

where the matrix  is selected so that

,
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In our case,  would become

 










 


(C.15)

Now, an exact description of  can be given, also referred to as the posture kinematic model:


where

 is a Æ



 







 

(C.16)

“control input,” equivalent to a velocity vector, and













variable.” For the unicycle, (C.16) becomes
 
 





where a 3-dimensional  and a 2-dimensional











 can be considered a “state

 
   
   



 clearly express the restricted mobility.

(C.17)

However, it

can be observed that even though the unicycle has an instantaneous mobility of only two dimensions,
the reachability of the entire three-dimensional space of postures is not impaired, i. e. the robot is not
degenerate. In [19], this is shown using a rank condition derived from the non-slipping constraints,
#*   for our specific unicycle.

Extending the posture kinematic model, one can express the behavior of the robot’s remaining configuration variables (in our case the wheel rotation angles  for all wheels and the / orientation angle of
the castor wheel). To obtain such a configuration kinematic model, the rolling and non-slipping equations
(C.6–C.7) are taken as the starting point. Expressing the first derivatives of the wheel rotation and castor
orientation angles, the following pair of equations can be set up:

 

Introducing the definitions

 * *   

      










(C.18)
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(C.20)
(C.21)

 can be expressed using  :
the above equations can be transformed so that   and 
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(C.22)
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(C.23)
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C.2

Control of Mobile Robots

C.2.1 Relevant Model and Robot Properties
Here, only the properties themselves will be listed, with special focus on the unicycle. A detailed proof
and an extension to other classes of mobile platforms can be found in [19], the main literary source for
this subsection.
Nonholonomy.

A key property for restricted mobility robots is the nonholonomy, i. e. the presence

of velocity constraints in the differential kinematic model which cannot be integrated to pure position
constraints. The degree of nonholonomy expresses the number of non-integrable velocity constraints.
Assuming a configuration kinematic model of the form   (#, let the distribution , be defined
as:

,   $ !% (

(C.24)

Using the involutive closure &%,  (see [37], pp. 17–19 for a detailed definition), the degree of
nonholonomy  for the configuration kinematic model of a unicycle could be determined as


  &%,   Æ

(C.25)

In our case, Æ   and the configuration vector is
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The configuration kinematic model   (# is characterized by
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(C.27)

From this, it follows that
,   

and  

   .

 &%,  

(C.28)
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Controllability and accessibility.

xxxi

For the linear approximation of a unicycle’s posture kinematic model

of the form    #, a controllability rank of Æ applies. This is due to the linear approximation
around an equilibrium    #   being



     #

(C.29)

where the controllability matrix reduces to   whose rank is, for the unicycle, Æ  . Thus, the
linear approximation is not entirely controllable for a unicycle. However, the posture kinematic model is
entirely controllable. For a nonlinear dynamical system of the form    #, the strong accessibility
algebra coincides with the involutive distribution ,   &% $ !%  . As shown in [19], the
strong accessibility rank condition is satisfied for the entire configuration space—thus, a non-degenerate
mobile robot can be driven from any initial posture to any final one in a finite time.
Stabilizability.

Examining the controllability rank of the linear approximation of the posture kinematic

model, [19] concludes a group of important properties: omnidirectional mobile robots are stabilizable by
a continuous static time-invariant state feedback, while this can be only accomplished by a time-varying
static state feedback for the restricted mobility case, the latter including unicycle platforms.

C.2.2 Basic Control Problems
In the following, four major control tasks of wheeled mobile platforms are listed. Again, this should be
only a short summary and the reader is referred to [19] for proofs and specific control examples.
Point tracking.

The objective of point tracking is to follow the position (not regarding the orientation)

of a point      with a specific point ,  of the mobile platform, as shown in Fig. C.5. The
trajectory      is assumed to be twice differentiable with respect to time . Is the position of ,
denoted with       , the requirements for the control law  are:
The tracking errors 
'       , '         and the control  are bounded
for all .
% + 
'   and % + '  .

If      and      then      and      for all .
While restricted mobility robots, such as the unicycle, are not full state feedback linearizable, a partial
feedback linearization can still solve the problem. However, this is only possible if—as proved in [19]—
the point ,  does not lie above the common axis of the differentially driven wheels of the unicycle.
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Figure C.5: Scheme for the point tracking task
Posture tracking.

Figure C.6: Scheme for the path following task

This problem imposes more strict requirements on the robot’s motion, as the mobile

platform’s posture   is to track a twice differentiable reference posture  , including the platform’s
planar orientation. The objective is, however, similar to the previous case, as we have to find a control
law  so that:
The tracking error '       and the control  are bounded for all .
% + '  .

If      then      for all .
For omnidirectional robots, a smooth static linearizing state feedback can solve the problem while restricted mobility robots, such as the unicycle, require a smooth dynamic linearizing state feedback.
Path following.

Let us assume that the robot has to follow a path  , as shown in Fig. C.6. Here,

the orthogonal projection of the platform center , onto the path  gives  , and + and  are the
tangential and normal unit vectors to  at  , respectively. Let  be the signed distance of  and , ,
and

be the signed distance of  with respect to a fixed point along  . Let

of + , analogously to the platform’s

.

denote the orientation

The path curvature -  at point  is assumed to be uniformly

bounded and differentiable.
Considering the orientation error ' 





, a new set of coordinates, i. e.

 ' , can be chosen

to express the platform posture. From this, the following kinematic equations can be set up:
  1
  1

 - 





'  2  1 


(C.30)
(C.31)
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(C.32)
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Are both the robot’s linear velocity 1  and its time derivative 1  bounded, a smooth feedback control
law 2     ' 1  shall be found so that
% '  

%   





+

+

(C.33)

Introducing the auxiliary control variable
3

 2  1

- 

 - 

(C.34)

the above kinematic equations (C.30–C.32) become:
  1
 

1

 - 





'  3

(C.35)
(C.36)
(C.37)

In [19], controller design methods for both the locally linearized and the nonlinear cases are given.
Posture stabilization.

Nomen est omen, the posture stabilization problem deals with the “end of the

path.” It assumes a reference posture  , for which a control law

 
 
1

2

 )   

(C.38)

asymptotically stabilizes    about , independent of the initial posture  . For this—still actively
resaerched—problem, smooth time-varying, piecewise continuous and time-varying piecewise continuous control examples are given in [19].
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